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Figures
 
Figure 1: At Station 7, bag 195, delete "]", insert ",.923 ]."
 
Figure 2: Double core location is at end of arrow
 
Figure 13: "cross sun photograph AS15-86-11534, looking south."
 
Figure 15: add "Tongs inserted in soil .at sample location."
 
Figure 21: Disregard "crater rim," arrow, and short-dash circle
 
Figure 25: 	 change "pif" to "pit" 
Figure 26: 	In photograph, area of two scoops extends past arrow point,
 
from left (east) of LRV track to about one-third into,LRV
 
track
 
Figure 31: view is'ortheast' not'horth' Samples 400-405 are from bag 168.
 
Figure 32: change "disturbeded" to "disturbed"
 
Figure 33: Photograph:
 
After"425-426" add ", 923".
 
After"445"add "collected from west of boulder"
 
After"465"add "-469".
 
Caption:
 
"Samples shown are 410-414, 415, 417-419, 425, 426, 430-, 445,
 
455, 465-469, 923."
 
Figure 41: View is 'tross sun" not 'down sun';
 
Figure 42. Delete "465-=-", add "465?," in front of"466?"
 
Interagency report: 34, errata, 8/30/71
 
Explanation. for station maps, p. 58-61
 
x Location of-sample containers
 
K > .LRV, dot shows TV camera
 
•b, Large rocks
 
(, Crater rims or other topographic features
 
& Panorama stations 
FSR "Football-size" rock 
Station maps
 
Station 1: "200 m..hould read"200 ft"!
 
Station 6: p. 59: 1
 
Pan 10 location is at dot between "Pan" and "10 (west)" 
Insert "-1" after"SESC" 
Station 6a: p. 59: 
Bag 168 is located on the large rock symbol 
Station 7: p. 60: 
Add "x" for bag 171 1 mm west of large rock symbol just above 
".bag 171". 
Tables 
Table 1, p. 62: bag 195: add "15923"; "(923)" after the word soil 
Table 2, p. 66: add "15923", bag "195", Station "7", EVA "2". 
Table 3, p. 67: 15256 is basalt, not breccia 
: 15418 is breccia, not basalt
 
p. 68: 15529 weighs 1531.0, not 1531.9 
Table 4, p. 70: bag 195: add "923" under "LRL no." 
Table 5, p. 72: in caption, add "*after sample numbers denotes rocks >25 g.
add "15923", bag "195", page "108". 
p. 108: add"15923,' beneath "15426* 
p. 140: after"15610,'delete "+", insert
 
p. 142: after"15600,' delete "+", insert 
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Preliminary documentation of the Apollo 15 samples
 
Introduction
 
This report was prepared to illustrate the locations of the
 
documented samples returned by Apollo 15, and as a cross-reference
 
including photographic coverage of sample sites, crew descriptions,
 
general rock types, and numbering systems. The first two digits (15)
 
of all LRL sample numbers are omitted from all of the illustrations
 
in this report. Numbers indicated as 110- represent a reserved
 
series for a group of samples, but the numbers are not yet
 
specifically assigned.
 
Sample locations were determined from lunar surface photographs,
 
from video tape recordings, from descriptions by the astronauts at
 
the time of sampling and debriefings after their return; and from a
 
correlation between the sample bags in which the samples were
 
returned and the traverse locations where those bags were used.
 
Sample orientations can be determined for most of the samples
 
and will be shown in the Final Documentation Report after the LRL
 
stereo photos of samples are available.
 
Illustrations
 
The figures are mainly the pre-sample EVA documentation photos
 
annotated with LRL sample numbers, container numbers, and sampling
 
areas where necessary. For some samples, more than one EVA photo
 
is used to show successive stages in the sampling.
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The map (fig. 1) shows the traverses based on Hasselblad pano­
ranas, LRV navigation data, and astronaut descriptions. The traverse
 
stations are annotated with sample container numbers and 'corresponding
 
LRL sample numbers. The map is still preliminary pending receipt of a
 
higher resolution base map from the Apollo 15 pan camera photography.
 
The station maps are still in a preliminary stage and should be
 
considered only as sketches. The azimuths relative to the camera
 
stations of items shown on the maps are fairly accurate; the distances
 
along the azimuthal lines are approximate.
 
Tables
 
The tables (tables 1-5) show the correlations between LRL sample
 
numbers, lunar documentation container numbers, traverse stations, and
 
sample types.
 
Table 1 is a correlation based on ascending lunar documentation
 
container numbers (i-.e. bag numbers),
 
Table 2 is a correlation based on ascending LRL sample numbers.
 
Table 3 is alist of Apollo 15 rocks that weigh more than 25
 
grams (based on LRL inventory as of August 24, 1971).
 
Table 4 is a reference between samples and lunar surface documenta­
tion photographs.
 
Table 5 is a cross reference between lunar samples, lunar'surface
 
documentary photographs, and comments by the Apollo 15 crew relating to
 
2
 
samples. The samples are listed in sequence by time of collection in
 
three EVA periods. An index of samples precedes the able.
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Fig. 2.--Samples 007 and 008 from near St. George crater, double
 
core U-03/L-10, collected at Station 2. Pre-sampling, cross­
sun photograph AS15-85-I1443, looking northwest.
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Fig. 3.--Sample 009 from core tube U-07, collected on north rim
 
of crater at Station 6. Location of core shown by small
 
ellipse upsun from leg of the gnomon. Pre-sampling, cross­
sun photograph AS15-86-11647, looking north.
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Fig. 	4.--Samples 010 and 011 from double core U-09/L-14, collected
 
at Station 9a about 20 m east of rim of Hadley Rille. Pre­
sampling, down-sun photograph AS15-82-11159, looking southwest.
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Fig. 	5.--Approximate area of deep trench, samples 013, 030-034, and
 
040-044, prior to digging, at Station 8 west of LM. Pre­
sampling, cross-sun photograph AS15-92-12417, looking north.
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Fig. 	6.--Samples 013, 030-034, 040-044 from the unnumbered SESC,
 
bag 252, and bag 253 (respectively), collected from deep trench
 
at Station 8 west of LM. Cross-sun photograph AS15-92-12439,
 
looking south.
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Fig. 	7.--Sample 014 from SESC 2, collected just north of the LM
 
on EVA III. Pre-sampling, cross-sun photograph AS15-88-1184,
 
looking south.
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Fig. 8.--Sample 016 from SCB 4 collected at Station 3. Pre­
sampling, cross-sun photograph AS15-86-11581, looking south­
west.
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Fig. 	9.--Samples 017-019 and 027, 028 from bag 162, collected about
 
15 m west-southwest of the LM. Pre-sampling, cross-sun
 
photograph AS15-86-11604, looking south.
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Fig. 	1O.--Sample 058 from SCB 6 collected on south side of ALSEP
 
area. Pre-sampling, cross-sun photograph AS15-92-12410 looking
 
south.
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Fig. 	ll.--Sample 059 from SCB 6, collected on east side of ALSEP
 
area. Pre-sampling, down-sun photograph AS15-92-12413,
 
looking west.
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Fig. 	12.--Sample 065 from bag 156 collected on east rim of Elbow
 
crater at Station 1. First sample of radial sample at
 
Elbow. Pre-sampling, cross-sun photograph AS15-86-11531,
 
looking south.
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Fig. 	13.--Samples 070-074 (soil) and samples 075 and 076, from 
bag 157, collected at Station 1 from the east rim of Elbow 
crater. Second sampling point in radial sample. Pre­
sampling, oblique-to-sun photograph AS15-86-11534, looking 
northwest. 
15 
Fig. 	14.--Samples 085 and 086 from bag 158, collected from east rim
 
of Elbow crater. Third sampling point (farthest out) of radial
 
sample. Pre-sampling, cross-sun photograph AS15-86-11536,
 
looking south.
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Fig. 15.--Samples 090-094 and 095, from bag 159, collected at
 
Station 2, uphill from big rock. Pre-sampling, cross-sun
 
photograph AS15-86-11549, looking south.
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Fig. 	16.--Samples 100-105 from bag 187, and samples 110- from
 
bag 186, collected as a comprehensive sample at Station 2.
 
Pre-sampling, oblique-to-sun photograph AS15-85-I1442,
 
looking southwest.
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Fig. 	17.--Samples 205 from bag 161, and 206 from bag 160, collected
 
from boulder at Station 2, near St. George crater. Pre-sampling,
 
cross-sun photograph AS15-86-11547 looking north.
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Fig. 	18.--Samples 205 from bag 161, and 206 from bag 160, collected
 
from boulder at Station 2, near St. George crater. Post­
sampling, cross-sun photograph AS15-86-11558, looking north.
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Fig. 19.--Samples 205 from bag 161, 206 from bag 160, 210- from
 
bag 180, and 220-224 from bag 181, collected from on and near
 
the big boulder at Station 2. Post-sampling, oblique-to-sun

photograph AS15-86-11560, looking northwest.
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Fig. 	20.--Samples 230-234 from bag 182 collected from soil beneath
 
big boulder at Station 2. Pre-sampling, cross-sun photograph
 
AS15-86-11564, looking north.
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Fig. 	21.--Samples 240- and 250-254 from bags 163 and 164, collected
 
from bottom (240) and rim (250-254) of 1 m diameter fresh crater
 
at Station 6. Pre-sampling, cross-sun photograph AS15-11610
 
looking north.
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Fig. 22.--Samples 255-257 from bag 190, collected at Station 6.
 
Two rocks were removed; left rock in view probably broke
 
in two. Pre-sampling, cross-sun photograph AS15-86-11630,
 
looking south.
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Fig. 	23.--Samples 260-264 from bag 166, and sample 012 from
 
SESC 1, collected in small trench from north wall of
 
12 m diameter crater at Station 6. Pre-sampling, down-sun
 
photograph AS15-85-11525, looking west.
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Fig. 	24.--Samples 258, 259, 268, 269, 285-289 from bag 192,
 
collected on north rim of 12 m diameter crater at Station 6.
 
Samples 265-67 from bag 193 are chips from the large rock.
 
Four sampling areas are identified in field of view. Pre­
sampling, cross-sun photograph AS15-86-11635, looking south.
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Fig. 25.--Samples 265-267 from bag 193, collected on north rim of
 
12-m diameter crater at Station 6. Sample was rolled toward
 
viewer before being hit with hammer to break off the two chips
 
shown and sampled. Sample 267 (1.9 grams) probably broke from
 
one of the larger fragments. Original position of rock was in
 
shallow crater (20 cm diameter) with fragments surrounding it.
 
Samples inbag 192 are probably pieces of the same microbreccia.
 
Pre-sampling, cross-sun photograph AS15-86-11639, looking south.
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Fig. 26.--Samples 270-274 from bag 167 collected near LRV track at
 
Station 6. LRV shadow at top of photo. Pre-sampling, cross­
sun photograph AS15-87-11656, looking south.
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Fig. 27.--Samples 290-295 from bag 188, collected from Station 6.
 
Pre-sampling, cross-sun photograph AS15-86-11617, looking
 
north.
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Fig. 28.--Sample 298 from SCB 3 collected at Station 6. Pre­
sampling. oblique-to-sun photograph AS15-86-11622, looking
 
northwest.
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Fig. 29.--Sample 299 from SCB 3, collected at Station 6. Pre­
sampling, cross-sun photograph AS15-86-11624, looking south.
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Fig. 	30.--Samples 300-308, breccia fragments, glass spherule, and 
soil, from bag 173, and samples 310- , rake sample from bag 172, 
collected on northeast rim of Spur crater at Station 7. Sample 459, 
a rectangular rock, is seen before sampling southwest of the rake 
sample area. Pre-sampling, down-sun photograph AS15-90-12232, 
looking west. 
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Fig. 31.--Samples 400-405. 
General view of pre-sampling collection
 
areas on and near large green breccia boulder at Station 6a.

Dashed lines represent disturbed or trenched areas. 
 Note that
 
soil samples 400-404 may therefore have come from the large

uphill fillet banked against the boulder. Panorama photograph

AS15-90-12188 looking north.
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Fig. 32.--Samples 400-404 (soil), and 405 (green breccia), from bag
 
168, collected at Station 6a. Pre-sampling, cross-sun photograph
 
AS15-86-11658, looking north.
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Fig. 33.--Samples collected on the north rim of Spur crater. Samples 
shown are 410-414, 415, 418-425, 430- , 440- , 445, 465, 469. 
Down-sun photograph AS15-90-12201, looking west. 
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Fig. 34.--Samples 410-414, 417, 418, and 419 from bag 194 collected
 
at Station 7 (Spur crater). Shows sample 418 (breccia) and the
 
soil sample (410 through 414) locality before collection.
 
Pre-sampling, cross-sun photograph AS15-86-11663, looking
 
south.
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Fig. 35.--Sample 419 from bag 194, collected from underneath sample
 
418. Pre-sampling, cross-sun photograph AS15-86-11664, looking
 
south.
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Fig. 36.--Sample 415 from bag 196 and samples 430- from bag 170
 
collected at Station 7. Pre-sampling, cross-sun photograph
 
AS15-86-11671 looking southwest.
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Fig. 	37.--Sample 430- from bag 170, collected at Station 7 from a
 
broken "clod" of material beneath Sample 415 inside the north rim
 
of Spur crater. Pre-sampling, cross-sun photograph AS15-86-11673,
 
looking south.
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Fig. 	38.--Samples 425 and 426 from bag 195, and sample 923 from
 
bag 195, collected at Station 7 from the north rim of Spur
 
crater. Pre-sampling, cross-sun photograph AS15-86-11666,
 
looking south.
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Fig. 39.--Sample 445 from bag 171, collected at Station 7 near large

rock inside northwest rim of Spur crater. Pre-sampling,
 
cross-sun photograph AS15-86-11690, looking north.
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Fig. 	40.--Sample 455 from bag 198, collected at Station 7 from inside
 
of north rim of Spur crater. Pre-sampling, cross-sun photograph
 
AS15-86-11676, looking south.
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Fig. 	41.--Sample 459 from SCB 6, collected at Station 7. The blocky
 
rectangular sample was broken by the scoop along a pre-existing
 
fracture. Pre-sampling, down-sun photograph AS15-g0-12236,
 
looking south into Spur crater.
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Fig. 42.--Samples 465 and 466 from bag 199, collected at Station 7 
on
 
north rim of Spur crater. Pre-sampling, cross-sun photograph

AS15-86-11678, looking south.
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Fig. 	43.--Samples 475-478 from bag 203 and sample 495 from bag 174,
 
collected on south rim of Dune crater, Station 4. Pre-sampling,
 
cross-sun photograph AS15-87-11759, looking south.
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Fig. 	44.--Dune crater seen from Station 4 panorama. Samples 485-487,
 
498 and 499 were collected from locations shown. Photograph
 
AS15-90-12243, looking north.
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Fig. 45.--Samples 485-487 from bag 204, and sample 498 from SCB 6,
 
collected at Station 4, from surface on east side of large
 
boulder at Dune crater. Samples 485-487 were chipped from the
 
surface of the boulder. Pre-sampling, oblique-to-sun
 
photograph AS15-87-11765, looking southwest.
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Fig. 	46.--Sample 499 from SCB 5, broken off the top of a large
 
boulder of basalt at Dune crater (Station 4). Pre-sampling,
 
down-sun photograph AS15-87-11768, looking west.
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Fig. 	47.--Samples 500-508 from bag 255 collected at Station 9
 
(Scarp crater) taken half way out from the crater rim to the
 
edge of the ejecta blanket, west of crater. Pre-sampling,
 
cross-sun photograph AS15-82-11105, looking south.
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Fig. 	48.--Samples 515*-516* from bag 273, collected at Station 9
 
near Scarp crater. Taken from rim on northwest side of crater.
 
Pre-sampling, cross-sun photograph AS15-82-11098, looking
 
south. (*numbers reserved but not specifically assigned
 
because bag 273 has not been processed at the time of writing)
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Fig. 49.--Sample 529 from bag 274, collected at Station 9a. Pre­
sampling, cross-sun photograph AS15-82-11129, looking southeast.
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Fig. 	50.--Site of samples 530-538 and 540-548, from bags 275 and 278
 
collected at Station 9a near Hadley Rille. The two chipped

samples (535, 536), a soil sample, and probably the two by the
 
gnomon, were put into bag number 275. One more large one (545)
 
was put into bag number 278 along with three smaller ones and
 
some soil. Cross-sun photograph AS15-82-11139, looking north.
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Fig. 	51.--Sample 555 from BSLSS bag, collected at Station 9a, near
 
Hadley Rille. Pre-sampling, cross-sun photograph AS15-82-11164,
 
looking south.
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Fig. 	52.--Sample 556 from SCB 2, collected at Station 9a near rim
 
of Hadley Rille. Pre-sampling, oblique-to-sun photograph
 
AS15-82-11135, looking southeast.
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Fig. 	53.--Sample 557 from SCB 2, collected at Station 9a near Hadley
 
Rille. Pre-sampling, cross-sun photograph AS15-82-11137,
 
looking north.
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Fig. 	54.--Samples 595?, 596? from bag 281, collected from ledge of
 
bedrock exposed near rim of Hadley Rille at Station 9a. Two
 
other fragments (597?, 598?) were also collected from this area.
 
Pre-sampling, cross-sun photograph AS15-82-11143, looking
 
southeast.
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Fig. 	55.--Samples 600-610 and 611- , from bags 283 and 282
 
(respectively), collected with rake at Station 9a near Hadley
 
Rille. Bag number 282 contained raked fragments, and bag

number 283 contained scooped fines and small fragments.
 
Pre-sampling, down-sun photograph AS15-82-11153, looking west.
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Table 1 	 Correlation of lunar documented sample containers with LRL
 
sample numbers, given in order of ascending documentation
 
numbers, showing sample stations and sample types. Rock
 
samples with last three digits of LRL numbers (in parentheses)
 
in Sample Type column weigh more than 25 g.
 
Doc. 
bag 
no. LRL number Station Sample type 
156 
157 
15065 
15070-15076 
1 
1 
1 basalt (065) 
2 basalt (075, 076); soil­
158 15080-15088 1 1 basalt (085); 1 breccia (086);soil 
159 15090-15095 2- 1 glass coated breccia (095); soil 
160. 15200-15204, 15206 2 1 glassy breccia (206); soll 
161 
162 
15205 
15017-15019, 15027, 
2 
LM 
1 glas coated breccia (205) 
broken glass "aggie"; 2 breccias 
163 
15028 
15240- 6 
(027, 028); small fraqments 
glassy soil from center of small crater 
164 15250-15254 6 soil .from rim of small crater 
166 15260-15264 6 soil, bottom of trench 
167 15270-15274 6 soil, surface near Rover 
168 15400-15405 6a 1 breccia (405); soil 
170 15430- 7 broken clod 
171 
172 
173 
15445 
15310-
15300-15308 
7 
7 
7 
breccia (445) 
comprehensive rake fragments 
comprehensive soil; breccia (306); glass 
174 15495 4 basalt (495) with coarse crystals, vugs 
180 15210-15214 2 soil, fillet 
181 15220-15224 2 soil, non-fillet 
182 15230-15234 2 soil, beneath boulder 
186 15110- 2 comprehensive rake fragments 
187 15100-15105 2 comprehensive soil; small rock 
188 15290-15295 6 1 breccia (295); soil 
190 15255-15257 6 3 breccia fragments(255,256) 
192 15258, 15259, 15268, 6 9 rock fragments(285, 286, 288) 
15269, 15285-15289 
193 15265-15267 6 2 breccias (265, 266); fragment 
194 15410-15414, 15417- 7 basalt? (418) 
15419 
195 15425-15426 / 7 friable green rocks; broken from at 
196 15415 7 
least 2 samples (425, 426); soil 
1 anorthosite (415) 
198 15455 7 black and white rock (455) breccia 
199 
203 
15465-15469. 
15470-15478 
. 7-
4 
2 glass coated breccia (465, 466); glass 
basalt (475); 3 other fragments; soil 
204 15485-15487 4 2 rocks (485, 486); 1 -fragment 
252 15030-15034 8 soil, bottom of trench 
253 15040-15044 8 soil, top of trench 
255 15500-15508 9 glass with soil (505); fragments 
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Table 1 (conti-nued)
 
Doc.
 
bag
 
no. LRL number Station Sample type
 
273 15510 9 2 "caked clasts" from soft crater rim
 
274 15528, 15529 9a vesicular basalt(529); breccia fragment
 
275 15530-15538 9a 2 bas-alt chips from boulder (535,536) 2
 
other fragments-; soil
 
278 15540-15548 9a 4 rock fragments (545, 546); soil
 
281 15595-15598 9a 2 basalts reported bedrock (595,596); 2
 
rounded basalt fraqments
 
282 15610- 9a comprehensive rake
 
283 15600- 9a comprehensive soil
 
Large rocks put directly into Sample Collection Bags (FSR-"football size rock")
 
FSR SCB no. LRL number Station Sample type 
A 4 15016 3 vesicular basalt 
B 4 15015 LM glass covered breccia 
C 3 T529% 6 breccia, incoherent 
D 3 15299. 6 breccia, incoherent 
E 6 15459 7 breccia, blocky, freshly fractured 
F 5 15499 4 vesicular basalt 
F' 6 15498 4 dark grey vuggy rock 
G 6 15058 ALSEP site basalt; "Jim's pink rock" 
H 
3 
6 
2 
15059 
15556 
ALSEP site, glass coated breccia 
9a vesicular basalt 
K 2 15557' 9a basalt 
L BSLSS 15555 9a basalt 
M 2* 15558 9? LM? breccia 
(?)N 2* 15565-15569) 9? LM? breccia fragments may be derived from 
15575--5579) a larger rock 
15585-15587) 
*lunar locations of these samples have not been identified, if collected
 
during EVA III, Station 9 and the LM site are the most probable locations
 
Dri.ve tubes
 
U-03 15008 2
 
L-10 TsT 
U-07 15009 6
 
U-09 15011 9a
 
L-14 15010 9a
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Table 1 . (continued) 
LRL number Station Sample type 
Contingency sample 
15020-
15026 
LM soil, breccia (025) 
Deep core 
(bottom)l5001­
(top) -15006 ALSEP site 
Special Environmental Samples (scooped soil and fragments)
 
SESC no.
 
1 15012 6 bottom of trench, Station 6
 
Blank 15013 8 bottom of trench, Station 8 ALSEP
 
2 15014 LM surface, near DPS engine bell
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Table 2 Correlation of LRL sample numbers with lunar documented
 
sample containers, given in order of ascending LRL numbers,
 
showing sample station
 
15001-15006 Deep core (6 sections, bottom to top) ALSEP site
 
15007 L-10 Drive tube, lower of double, Station 2
 
1'5008 U-03 Drive tube, upper of double, Station 2
 
15009 U-07 Drive tube, single, Station 6
 
15010, L-14 Drive tube,, lower of double, Station 9a
 
15011 U-09 Drive tube, upper of double, Station 9a­
15012 SESC 1, Sta-tion 6, Apennine Front
 
15013 SESC (blank), Station 8, ALSEP site
 
15014 SESC 2, LM DPS contaminated sample
 
Large 

rooks 

15015 FSR B 

15016 FSR A 

15017-15019 

15020-15026 

15027-15028 

T5030-15034 

15040-15044 

15058, FSR G 

15059 FSR H 

15065 

15070-15076. 
T5080-15088 
15090-15095. 

15100-15105 

11511.0-
15200-15204, 15206 

1:5205, 
1521'0-

1-5220-1 5224 

15230-15234 

15240-

1,5250-15254 
15255-15257 

15258-15259 

1-5260-15264 

15265-15267 

1*5268-15269 

15270-15274 

15285-15289 

15290-15295 

15298 FSR C 

Documented
 
container 

SCB-4 

SCB-4 

162 

Contingency sample 

162 

252 

253 

SCB-6 

SCB-6 

156 

157 

158 

159 

187 

186 

160 

161 

180 

181 

182 

163 

164 

190 

192 

166 

193 

192 

167 

192 

188 

SCB-3 

Station EVA
 
LM 1
 
3. 1
 
LM 2
 
LM 1
 
LM L
 
8 2
 
8 2
 
ALSEP 2
 
ALSEP 2
 
T 1
 
1 1
 
1 1
 
2' 1
 
2 1
 
2 1
 
2 1
 
Z 1
 
2 1
 
2 1
 
2 1
 
6 2
 
6 2
 
6 2
 
6 2
 
6 2
 
6 2
 
6 2
 
6 2
 
6 2
 
6 2
 
6 2
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Table 2 (continued)
 
Large 

LRL number rocks 

15299 FSR C 

15300-15308 

15310-

15400-15405 

15410-15414 

15415 

15417-15419 

15425-15426 

15430-

15445 

15455 

15459 FSR E 

15465-15469 

15470-15478 

15480-15487 

15495 

15498 FSR F' 

15499 FSR F 

15500-15508 

15510-

(15515?) 

(15516?) 

15528-15529 

15530-15538 

15540-15548 

15555 FSR L 

15556 FSR J 

15557 FSR K 

15558 FSR M 

15565-15569) 

15575-15579) ?FSR N? 

15585-15587) 

15600-

15610-

Documented
 
container 

SCB-3 

173 

172 

168 

194 

196 

194 

195 

170 

171 

198 

SCB-6 

199 

203 

204 

174 

SCB-6 

SCB-5 

255 

273 

273 

273 

274 

275 

278 

BSLSS 

SCB-2 

SCB-2 

SCB-2 

SCB-2 

283 

282 

Station 

6 

7 

7 

6a 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9a 

9a 

9a 

9a 

9a 

9a 

9? 

9? 

9a 

9a 

EVA
 
2
 
2
 
2
 
2
 
2
 
2
 
2
 
2
 
2
 
2
 
2
 
2
 
2
 
2
 
2
 
2
 
2
 
2
 
3
 
3
 
3
 
3
 
3
 
3
 
3
 
3
 
3
 
3
 
3 location not known
 
3)
 
3) broken breccia?
 
3) location not known
 
3
 
3
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Table 3 . Apoll'o 15 rock samples weighing,more than 25 g (list as 
of August 24, F9,71, from LRL-da-ily reports) 
LRL we-ight g Bag Stati-on BasaTt-Breccja- Glassy Located­
15015 4515 FSR A EM x 
15016- 923.7 FSR B 3 x x
 
15025 77.3 Cont. LM x,
 
1'5027 51.0 162 LM x x x
 
1.5028 59.4 162 LM x x x
 
15058 2672.5 FSR G, ALSEP x x
 
1-5059: 1149'. 2 FSR H- x x x­
1506,5. 1475. 5 156 T x x
 
15075 809...3' 157 1 x x
 
.ALSEP 

15076' 400.5 157 1 x x 
15085 4.71.3 158 1 x x­
15086 21'6.5 158 1 x x 
15095 25-5- 159 2 x x 
15205: 3-37'. 31 161 2 x x ?, 
15206- 92,.0 160 a x x x 
15255, 240.4, 190 6, r x 
15256 201 .-0 190 6 x x 
15265. 31"4.2- 193 6 x x 
15266 271.4' 193 6 x x 
15285 264..2 192 6, x 
15-286 34.6- 192 6 x ? 
15287' 44% 9 192 6 x ? 
15288 6-2.6 192 6 x ? 
15:29,5: 947.3. 188 6, x x 
15298 1731.4- FSR C 6 x x 
15299. 169:1. T__ FSR D 6 x x 
15306: 134.2 173 7 x 
15405 5173:. 1 168 6a x x 
1541'5 269.4 196 7 anorthosite x 
15418 1140.7' 194 7 x? x 
15425 126.3 195 7' x x 
15426 223.6 195 7 x x 
15445 287.2 171 7 x black and white x 
15455,0, 885.,4 198 7 x black and white x 
T5459, 4828.3 FSR E 7 x x 
15465 374.8 199 7 x x x 
15466 119.2 199 7 x x x
 
15475- 298.2 203 4 x 
 x 
T5 476 266.3 203 4 x x 
15477 85.2 203 4 x 
15485 102.2 204 4 x ? 
15486 4'6'. 8 204 4 x ? 
15,495 908.9 174 4 x x 
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Table 3 (continued)
. 
LRL weight q Ba Station Basalt/Breccia Glassy Located
 
498 2339.8 FSR F' 4 ? x x
 
499 2024.0 FSR F 4 x x
 
505 1147.4 255 9 x x x
 
515? 273 9 ?
 
516? 273 9 ?
 
529 1531.9 274 9a x x
 
535 404.4 275 9a x x
 
536 317.2 275 9a x x
 
545 746.6 278 9a x ?
 
546 27.8 278 9a x
 
555 9613.7 FSR L 9a x x
 
556 1538.0 FSR J 9a x x
 
557 2518.0 FSR K 9a x x
 
558 1333.3 FSR M ?9? x
 
565
 
566
 
567
 
568
 
569
 
575
 
576 735.2 FSR N? ?9?
 
577
 
578
 
579
 
585
 
586
 
587
 
595 237.6 281 9a x ?
 
596 224.8 281 9a x, ?
 
597 145.7 281 9a x ?
 
598 135.7 281 9a x
 
LRL numbers 15510-15519 are reserved for samples in documentary bag 273.
 
This bag has not been processed at the time of this report; however,
 
numbers 15515 and 15516 will apply to rocks of fragments from the bag.
 
Lunar surface photographs indicate that two fragments were sampled.
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Table 4 . Photographic documentation of Apollo 15 lunar samples. 
Doc. Sta- pre-sample post sample loc in
 
no. LRL not tion type sample x-sun st. down sun x-sun boc pan
 
156 065 1 1 rock 86-11530, 31 85-11416 86-11532 85-11417 85-11411
 
157 070-076 1 2 rocks; soil 86-11533, 34 85-11418 86-11535 85-11419 85-11406, 07, 08
 
158 080-088 1 4 rocks; soil 86-11536, 37 85-11420 86-11538, 39 85-11421 85-11406, 07, 08
 
159 090-095 2 1 rocki soil 86-11549, 50 86-11551 85-11435, 36, 47, 48
 
160 200-204 2 soil 86-11546, 47 86-11560 86-11558, 59 8S-11440 85-11435, 36,
 
85-11447, 48
 
160 206 2 1 rock 86-11546, 47 86-11560 86-11558. 59 85-11440 85-11435, 36
 
85-11447, 48
 
161 205 2 1 rock 86-11546, 47 85-11439 86-11558, 59 85-11440
 
86-11552, 53 86-11560
 
162 017-019 LM glass, frags 86-11604-06 86-11607 86-11608
 
162 027-028 LM 2 breccia 86-11604-06 86-11607 86-11608
 
163 240- 6 glass and soil 86-11609-fl 85-11498, 99 86-11612-15 85-11500 85-11493, 94
 
164 250-254 6 soil 86-11609-11 85-11498, 99 86-11612-15 85-11500 85-11493, 94
 
166 260-264 6 soil(trench) 86-11641, 42 86-11644 86-11643, 45, 46 85-11525 85-11482, 83, 513
 
85-11525, 26
 
167 270-274 6 soil 86-11656 86-11657 85-11487, 88
 
168 400-405 6a rock, soil 86-11658, 59 90-12199, 200 86-11660, 61 90-12188
 
170 430- 7 clod 86-11670-73 90-12227, 28 86-11674 90-12228 90-12201, 02
 
171 445 7 1 rock 86-11690, 91 86-11692-94 90-12201, 02, 22
 
172 310- 7 rake 90-12231, 32 90-12233, 34 90-12232 90-12216, 17
 
173 300-308 7 4 rocks; soil 90-12231, 32 90-12233, 34 90-12232 90-12216, 17
 
174 495 4 1 rock 87-11759, 60. 62 87-11761, 63 87-11764 87-11763 ?
 
180 210-214 2 soil 86-11544, 45, 48 85-11439 86-11556, 57 85-11440 85-11435, 36, 47, 48
 
181 220-224 2 soil 86-11644, 45 85-11439 86-11556, 57 85-11440 85-11435, 36, 47, 48
 
182 230-234 2 soil 86-11561, 62, 63, 64 86-11569 86-11565, 66 86-11569 85-11435, 36, 47, 48
 
186 110- 2 rake 86-11567, 68 85-11441 86-11572, 73 85-11442 85-11435, 36, 47, 48
 
187 100-105 2 1 rock; soil 86-11567, 68 85-11441 86-11572, 73 85-11442 85-11435, 36, 47, 48
 
188 290-295 6 1 rock; soil 86-11'616, 17 85-11501, 02 86-11618-20 85-11495
 
190 255-257 6 3 rocks 86-11629, 30 86-11631 86-11632 85-11514, 15
 
192 258, 259, 6 9 rocks 86-11635, 36 85-11523, 24 86-11637 85-11484, 85, 511,512
 
268, 269,
 
285-289 69
 
Table 4. (cohtinued) 
Doc. Sta- pre-iampie post sdmple lo in
 
(1o. LRL no* tion type sahple x-sdn st. dowt sdn x-sun 1oc pan
 
193 265-267 6 3 rocks 96-11638, 39 85-11523, 24 86-11640 85-11484, 85, 511, 512 
194 410-414 7 soil 86-11662, 6J 90-12223 86-11664, 65 90-12224 90-12201, 02 
194 417-419 7 3 rocks 86-11662, 63 90-12223 86-11664, 65 90-12224 90-12201, 02 
195 425-426 7 2 rocks, broken 86-11666, 67 90-12225, 26 86-11668, 69 90-12226 90-12201 
196 415 7 1 rock 86-11670, 71 90-2227, 28 86-11672 90-72228 90-12207 
198 455 7 1 rock 86-11675, 76 90-12229' 86-11677 90-12229 90-12201, 02, 22 
199 465-469 7 5 rocks & glass 86-11678-80 90-12230 86-11681 90-12230 90-12201, 02, 22 
203 470-478 4 4 rocks; soil 87-11759, 60, 87-11761 87-11762, 64 87-11763 ? 
204 485-487 4 3 rocks 87-11765, 66 87-11767, 68 87-11769, 70 87-11768 90-12242, 43 
252 030-034 8 soil (trench) 92-12417i 18 92-12419, 41-43 92-12439, 40 92-12443 92-12423, 24 
253 040-044 8 soil (trench) 92-12417, 18 92-I2419, 41-43 92-12439, 40 92-12443 92-12423, 24 
255 500-508 9 4 rocks; soil 82-11105, 06 82-11107 82-11109 82-11108 82-11090. 91, 92 
273 510- 9 2 rocks 82-11093. 94, 98, 99 82-11100 82-11089, 90 
274 528, 529 9a 2 rocks 82-11129 82-11128 82-11126 
275 530-538 9a 4 rocks; soil 82-11139, 40 82-11138 82-11141 82-11126 
278 540-548 9a 4 rocks; soil 82-11139, 40 82-11138 82-11141 82-11126 
281 595-598 ga 4 rocks 82-11143, 44 82-11142 82-11145. 46 82-11126 
282 610- ga rake 82-11151, 52 82-11153 82-11154, 55 82-11125, 26, 27 
283 600- 9a soil 82-11151, 52 82-11153 82-11154, 55 82-11125, 26, 27 
SCB-4 016 3 1 rock "A" 86-11579-81 86-11582 
SCB-4 015 LM I rock "B" 
SCB-3 298 6 1 rock "C" 86-11621, 22 85-11503, 04 86-11623 85-11515. 16, 17 
SCB-3 299 6 1 rock "D" 86-11624, 25 85-11506 86-11628 85-11505 85-11516, 17, 18 
SCB-6 459 7 1 rock "E" 90-12235, 36 
SCB-5 499 4 1 rock "F" 87-11767, 68 87-11779 87-11768 90-12242, 43 
5C-6 498 4 1 rock "F-prime" 87-11765 87-11769 
5C-6 058 ALEPI rock "G" 92-12415 92-12413, 14 38 
50C-6 059 ALSEPI rock "H" 92-12410, 11 92-12412 92-12422 
5CB-2 556 9a 1 rock "J' 82-11135 82-11133, 34 ? 
SCB-2 557 9a I rock "' 82-11137 82-11136 82-11110, 11127 
BSLSS 555 9a 1 rock '" 82-11164 
SCB-2 558 9? 1 rock "'" 
LM? 
SCB-2 565-569 9?LM?\
 
SCB-2 575-579 9?LM? I rock "N"?
 
SCB-2 585-587 9?LM%/
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Table 4 . (continued)
 
Doc. Sta- pre-sample post sample 1oc in
 
no. LRL not tion type sample x-sun st. down sun x-sun loc pan
 
U-O3} 008 2 double-core 86-11574-78 85-11443-45 85-11443, 44 85-11435, 36, 47, 48
007 dobecr
L10 

U-07 009 6 core 86-11647-50 85-11527-29 86-11651 85-11527-29 85-11482, 83 11513 
U-09) 011 9a 82-11156, 57, 60-62 82-11158 82-11163 82-11159 85-11125, 26, 27 
L-4 0ouble-core 
SESC 1 012 6 soil 86-11641, 42 86-11644 86-11643, 45, 46 85-11525 85-11482, 83, 513 
SESC - 013 8 soil 92-12417, 18 92-12419, 41-43 92-12439, 40 92-12443 92-12423, 24 
SESC 2 014 LM soil 88-11884, 85 88-11886 88-11887 
Contingency
 
sample 020-026 LM 2 rocks, soil
 
Deep 001-006 ALSEP soil
 
core 
*The prefix 15---, isomitted from the LRL numbers
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Table 5. Cross reference of lunar samples with locations, photographs,
 
ground elapsed times, and air-to-ground transcript (p.73­
150). 
Index
 
Documented Documented
 
LRL number container Page LRL number container pae
 
15001-15006 deep core 127 15299 SCB-3 (F-SR D) 93 
15007 L-10 drive tube 85 15300-15308 173 116 
15008 U-03 drive tube 85 15310- 172 115 
15009 U-07 drive tube 100 15400-15405 168 103 
15010 L-14 drive tube 142 15410-15414 194 106 
15011 U-09 drive tube '142 15415 196 110 
15012 SESC 1 99 15417-15419 194 106 
15013 SESC - 123 15425-15426 195 108 
15014 SESC 2 149 15430- 170 111 
15015 SCB-4 (FSR B) 86 15445 171 114 
15016 SCB-4 (FSR A) 86 15455 198 113 
15017-15019 162 90 15459 SCB-6 (FSR E) 117 
15020-15026 contingency sample 73 15465-15469 199 113 
15027-15028 162 90 15470-15478 203 118 
15030-15034 252 124 15480-15487 204 120 
15040-15044 253 125 15495 174 119 
15058 SCB-6 (FSR G) 122 15498 SCB-6 (FSR F') 121 
15059 SCB-6 (FSR H) 122 15499 SCB-5 (FSR F) 119 
15065 156 73 15500-15508 255 130 
15070-15076 157 74 15010- 273 129 
15080-15088 158 75 (15515?)273 129 
15090-15095 159 80 (15516?)273 129 
15100-15105 187 85 15528-15529 274 134 
15110- 186 83 15530-15538 275 136 
15200-15204 160 81 15540-15548 278 137 
15206 160 81 15555 BSLSS (FSR L) 144 
15025 161 81 15556 SCB-2 (FSR J) 135 
15210- 180 79 15557 SCB-2 (FSR K) 135 
15220-15224 181 80 15558 SCB-2 (FSR M) 148 
15230-15234 182 82 15565-15569 
15240- 163 90 15575-15579 SCB-2 (?FSR N?) 148 
15250-15254 164 91 15585-15587 
15255-15257 190 94 15595-15598 281 138 
15258-15259 192 95 15600- 283 142 
15260-15264 166 97 15610- 282 140 
15265-15267 193 96 
15268-15269 192 95 
15270-15274 167 101 
15285-15289 192 95 
15290-15295 188 91 
15298SCB-3 (FSR C) 92 
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CROSS-REFERENCE OF LUNAR SAMIrLLS WITH LOCATIONS, PHQTOGWAPIIS, 0ROUN;D-ELAPSLD TIIFlS,
 
AN4D TlE AIR-TO-CROUND TRA:ISCRIPT
 
SAMPLE SAMLE LOCATION LU1NAR-SURFACL GT CREW COkltIflTS 
NUMBER WEIGHT, g SAMPLE TYPE £ COMMENTS PiOTOGRAPHLS DAY:IIR:NIN RELATING TO SAMPLES 
EVA 1 
Traverse to Elbow crater, &t. George crater/Apennine Front, and return
 
Contin- Contingency Near LM No doc. 05:00:04 Lf - Okay. I'm going to move out and cjet the 
gency Sample to contingency sample. 
15020 88.7 Reserve 1 Win. Pan: 05:00:36 - ­
fines 85-11383 i think I can get a - a rock :here. It's 
15021 500.2 <1 mm fines to about 2 inches subrounded in the contin­
15022 10.0 1-2 mn 85-11397 gency sample. along with the soil. 
15023 5.0 2-4 mm ­
15024 3.6 4-10 mm Okay, I have the contingency sample. I'm 
15025$ 77.3 breecia taking it back to the ladder. - - - No 
15026 1.1 glass wonder we slipped, Dave. Boy, that's really
soft dirt there around the - the front 
footpads.
 
CDR - Sure is, isn't 	it?
 
UT - Like about 6 inches deep of soft material.
 
Bag 156 	 Radial sample station 1 XSB 86-11530 05:02:15 LMP - Okay. A quick radial sample here. 
Single rock East rim/ XSB 86-11531 to 
fragment Elbow Crater XSA 86-11532 05:02&16 CDR - Yes. Let me find you one. Here, Jimmer. 
15065* 1475.5 basalt 	 DSB 85-11416 Right over here's one. I kick dust all 
Loc 85-11417 over them so easy. How about that one 
right there? Think we can get that in the 
bag?
 
Pan at 1: LMF - Yes.
 
85-1139B
 
to 

85-11415 LMP - Number 156.
 
Stereo pairs - - ­
at 1?: LMP - It's very friable. 
86-11540 
to CDR - Looks like a breccia all right, quite friable. 
86-11543 But, I see a lot of sparklies in there. No 
glass. Subangular, with lots of dust on it. 
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CROSS-REFERENCE OF LUNAR SAMPLES WITH LOCATIONS, PHOTOGRAPHS, GROUND-ELAPSED TIMES, 
AND THE AIR-TO-GROUND TRANSCRIPT 
SAMPLE SAMPLE LOCATION LUNAR-SURFACE GET CREW COMMIENTS 
NUMBER WEIGHT, g SAMPLE TYPE £ COMMENTS PHOTOGRAPHS DAY:HR04IN RELATING TO SAMPLES 
EVA I 
bag 157 Radial 
sample 
2 rock 
Station I XS9 86-11533 
East rim/ XSB 86-11534 
Elbow Crater XSA 86-11535 
05t02:17 
to 
05:02:20 
CDR - Okay, here's one about the same size. You're 
a little too big. Take this one right here, 
Jirmer. Oh, I see a large chunk in there. 
frags 
15070 
15071 
51.3 
100.7 
Reserve fines 
e1 mm 
DSEB 85-11418 
Loo. 85-11419 
LMP- Get a little 
huh? 
- get a little soil on this one, 
15072 3.0 1-2 mm - ­ -
15073 1.4 2-4 mm CDR - Okay, Joe. These are buried about - an inch 
15074 
15075* 
1.3 
809.3 
4-10 mm 
Basalt 
or so. The one I have is subangular; it's 
covred with dust, but beneath the dust - by 
15076* 400.5 Baslt golly it's a - It's quite friable and - I see 
olivine. Look at this, Jim. In the sunlight, 
would you call that olivine? And, there is a 
big lath in there. Look at the big lath about 
a centimeter long and a millimeter wide. 
LMP - Yes. 
CDR - Plag. 
LMP - Yes, let me put this in your bag. 
CDR - It's light gray - millimeter-size grains, 
- like 2 - millimeter-size phenocrysts in 
with 
it. 
Gosh. That one is really something. look at 
that ­ look at that ... there. 
Bag number 157. 
CDR - Let me get you another one. My goodness! 
Let's get another one out of here. 
Yes. There's a little one. Okay, let me just 
stick it in. 
IMP - Going to put any soil in there? 
CDR - Yes, give me the bag. I'll fill it up, too. 
Dig a little light trench in there, and ... I 
got a feeling that Dr Schmitt's going to win 
his bet. Not that part, get another part. Nct 
where we picked the rock up, - right in front 
of it. Okay, that's good. Just - hit the -
spot, too. 
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CROSS-REFERENCE OF LUNAR SAMPLES WITH LOCATIONS, PHOTOGRAPHS, CROUND-ELAPSED TIMES, 
PASR-'-
SAMPLE SAMLE LOCATION LUNAR-SURFACE GET CREW COMMENTS 
NUMBER Wi4ITg SAMPLE TYPE & COMMENTS ?HOTOGRPHS DAYsi WitIN RELATING TI-S MPLES 
EVA ! 
Bag 157 	 CDR : okay, .. j.us try it again. Get another one 
Cont." 	 and-just pourrealsmoof'and' 'ii'Ea-ch. 
k 
CDR - That a boy. That a boy. Good show. Okay. 
That ought to enough'for the, totake a'e 
o at,"'Okay'17t'P
 
-
Bag 1p 	 Radial Station 1 fSB86:11536 05:02:20 CDR - ... Okay, let's hop on out and get one more." 

"-ziap-1 Crater 16"1 " ' ' 1 	 ' "".166Q 	 86-1i53? 
 Iyes, t a pretty spa Be out here. Gosh, we re 
15000 73.0 Rese± only - not very far at a1. I'm not sure that 
ines 86=11538 ''I ones out here aren't thrown up from ... 
15051 106.9 <1IwmXA (si,61 rn-11, 
15982 2.09 1=2 66 6-1i539 I don't know that this is representative too 
15083 1.1 E85
 
471.3 baalt 	 CDR I don't think so, either. But, let's pick up
5086# 	 216.5 brecca " a couple - one more aniWay, since we're'out 
h10 ' al seealiieonehe . carefuli- Got to Se 
088 1.81"cntto kic) the~dvSC all overkthem wfien ?ou 
get there. Jii, I see sort of a minia ture
raindio'p here, it looks like. 
I -:Yes, just.behind you is one of those fresh 
i ' -'--it-" glassa in i"­"' 1eof 
CDR - Okay, Joe. ;,ve got another subangular fraS­
menthe~re. Roughsurface texture. And, knock 
a little dust off of it, and it looks like a 
Jo t IIf (aOv.-1 ~ , ,,r- ' ""if 
very fine-grned, gray - rather so1d f rag. 
I don", see any 'sgnificantpits or anysig ifcat-lz'c
 
u r f a ecns crystals ,inthere, It might3<t'abtbecause the~ c coverxngr but jist 
2bmiir, fil ha d-ent' 
'So I haven't seen any pits- pits on any
of these. And", mat of hem are abbft 175th 
'6rfed. *Okyieres anothier -one ht 'A 
Oh, on - on the urnderneatht side ofthat' -- I 
hope I don't £6se1ese tongs- - On 'the undr 
iet side of this frag, Joe; I can see some 
soil that is caked on the bottom; about 1 , 
mili ter thck; diid m~kjbe ddI' int he pliace 
,fr%'which Ig'Jt' it:, we could&Samle; whyiZ-i'irt&aptue&n o
 
on, t we ge't fh I ke a ptlufe and yOU 
can scoop, t, And there's anotlier one a 
hs a arge­
CROSS-REFERENCE OF LUNAR SAMPLES WITH LOCATIONS, PHOTOGRAPHS, GROUND-ELAPSED TINES, 
AND THE AIR-TO-CRUUND TRANSCRIPT 
SAMPLE SAMPLE LOCATION LUNAR-SURFACE GET CREW COMMENTS 
NUMBER WEIGHT, y SAMPLE TYPE & COMMENTS PHOTOGRAPHS DAY:HR:MIN RELATING TO SAMPLES 
EVA I 
' 
Bag 158 
Cont. 
CC - Okay, Dave. We copy. Good description. we~d 
like a bag number from that, and like for you 
to move out at your next opportunity, please. 
CDR- Okay, 158. 
LMP - Okay, Dave. 
CDR - Got that sample scooped up? 
LMP - Yes. 
CDR - Okay. Good boy. Good shot. Okay; if your 
yoyo's working, can you roll the bag up? 
LMP - Yes. - - - Okay, I'll put this in your bag. 
Station 1 05:09:06 Post EVA 1 debriefing comments: 
Elbow crater to 
05t09t09 CC ... Could you give us - just a rough guess, 
a quick rundown as to where the samples at 
station I were taken with respect to the rim 
of Elbow, and we're interested in distance and 
direction from the rim. Just a rough guess. 
CDR - Okay, Joe, 709, Bravo Echo 5, and we moved out 
about 200 feet to the east of that point in 
picking up the C radial sample. 
CC - Roger, Dave. Copy' that. And coming back to 
station 1, Elbow crater, could you give us a 
quick rundown on the changes in rock distri­
bution around Elbow crater and, if possible, 
maybe even the changes in rock types there. 
Over. 
CDR - Stand by 1. 
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CROSS-REFERENCE OF LUNAR SAMPLES WITH LOCATIONS , PHOTOGRAPHS, GROUND-ELAPSLD TIMES, 
AND THE AIR-TO-GROUND TRANSCRIP' 
SAMPLE SAMPLL LOCATION LUNAR-SURFACE GET CREW COMMENTS 
NUMBER WEIGHT, g SAMPLE TYPE G COMMENTS PHOTOGRAPHS DAY :HR:MIN RELATING TO SAZIPLES 
EVA I 
Station 1 
Cont. 
LMP - Joe, our clocks were running pretty fast 
when we were there, and I guess - we didn't 
get a chance to look at the distribution very
well. As I remember it, there - there were 
more blocks - not really blocks, but large
fragments, on the order of 6 inches to a foot, 
more on the southern rim, although it wasn't 
really heavily concentrated; I'd say 10 
percent of the surface at most. Tnere was 
more on the southern rim than on the nortnern 
rim. And the ones we sampled all looked 
pretty much the same. As I remember, the 
radial sample didn't show a great differerce 
in rock type. Although, as you know, we just 
didn't - a chance to do much 
thinking then. 
- looking and 
05:0910 CC - But, once again, regarding Elbow crater, Jim, 
you called out to us a bench around the east 
aide of Elbow and you were lookins down into 
Elbow from higher up on the front. de wonder 
if you could compare that bench with breaks 
in the slope of the rille wall. Over. 
LMP - Joe, when I commented on bench there, I would 
estimate two or three different levels that 
are very - were very subdued possible benches 
in Elbow, and I did not see any immediate 
relation between those subdued benches in 
Elbow and the - the rille. 
05:09:07 CC - ... Near Elbow crater, Dave, you mentioned 
that your footprints exposed white soil. 
We wonder if this was a common occurrence. 
Did you observe similar white soil in foot­
prints elsewhere? Over. 
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CROSS-REFERENCL OF LUNAR SAMPLES WITH LOCATIONS , PHOTOGRAPHS, GROUND-ELAPSED TIMES, 
AND THE AIR-TO-GROUND TRANSCRIPT 
SAMPLE SAMPLE LOCATION LUNAR-SURFACE GET CREW C0MMENTS 
NUMBER WEIGHT, g SAMPLE TYPE C COMENTS PHOTOGRAPHS DAY:1UR:MIN RELATING TO SAMPLES 
EVA 1 
station 1 CDR - Joe, I sort of kicked through a rim of a 
Cont. small, 1-meter subdued crater; and, as I did 
that, I kicked up the white soil. And so I 
kicked a couple of more times and it spread 
out; and whether I Was - breaking up a very 
friable rock or not, I don't know. But dere 
was a couple of kickfuls of dirt that was 
white, and as we came back past it on the 
return trip to the LX, why I pointed It 
out to Jim and he saw it too. And I'm not sure 
whether that was just at that one small 
crater, or whether that was typical of that 
particular area. We just didn't have time to 
look at it. 
-----------------------------------------------------------
-- - ----------------------------
Station 2 Pan at 2: 05:02:34 LMP - There's a large block - looks like about a 
St. George 85-11422 5-footer out at I o'clock - angular block. 
Crater/ to 
Apennine 85-11438 CDR - Yes, you're right. Why don't we go there? 
Front It's - We're - you can tell we're going uphill 
2nd half of ItP - Okay; we're going to a big rock here, Joe. 
stereo pan It's one we just can't afford to miss. What 
it is to look at a big block; we're going to 
85-11446 look at a big block, 
to 
85-11465 CDR ­ It's the only big block I see anywhere. 
05:02:39 CDR - There is one boulder] Very angular ,very 
to 
05:02:41 
rough surface texture. Looks like it's 
partially - Well, it's got glass on one side 
of it with lots of bubbles, and they're about 
a centimeter across. And one corner of it 
has got all this glass covering on it; seems 
like there's a linear fracture through one 
side. It almost looks like that might be a 
contact; it is, within the rock. It looks 
like we have a - maybe a breccia on top 
of a - a crystalline rock. It's sort 
of covered with glass; can't really tell, but 
I can see a - a definite linear feature 
through one side of it which is about a fifth, 
and the glass covers both sides of what I 
guess I'm calling a contact. 
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CROSS-REFERENCE OF LLNAR SAMPLES WITH LOCATIONS, PHOTOGRAPHS, GROUND-ELAPSED TIMES, 
AND THE AIR-TO-GROUND TRANSCRIPT 
SAMPLE SAMPLE LOCATION LUNAR-SURFACE GET CREW COM4ENTS 
NUMBER WEIGHT, g SAMPLE TYPE & CO E4NTS PHOTOGRAPHS DAY:HR:MIN RELATING TO SAMPLES 
EVA 1 
Station 2 CDR -	 And there's also, parallel to that contact, 
Cont. 	 one surface, which is quite flat, only for
 
about 8 inches or so. Looks like it's been
 
chipped off. The boulder itself is on the
 
order of about a meter across and maybe a -
Gee, it looks like a half meter thick 
or so. It's got a fillet up one side,
and the Earth side is a shadow. I can't 
really tell whether - It doesn't look like 
it's filled. It's got a fillet on the 
downslope side, and - the upslope side is ­
is open end free. As a matter of fact, it 
looks like it's almost excavated beneath it. 
L1W - It looks fairly recent, doesn't it, Dave? 
CDR - Yes, it sure does. It sure does, and I can 
see underneath the upslope side; whereas, on 
the downslope side, it's piled up. Boy, that 
is really something.
 
Bag 180 	 Fillet Station 2 XSB 86-11544 05:02:42 CDR - Okay. Now, I think to not disturb things
soil St. George XSB 86-11545 to too much, let's try the fillet first. I'll 
Crater/ XSA 86-11556 05:02t43 get you a bag. And then we'll corner the rock 
Apennine XSA 86-11557 
Front DSB 85-11439 LW - I'm stepping on a piece of glass, right by
Loc 85-11440 	 the tongs. I'll remember that. 
CDR - Watch your boot.
 
86-11548 shows LW - Yes. See if I can get a bag out. Okay; 180. 
scoop near - - For the fillet material. I'll get the 
.fillet (XSD) fillet right here. 
CDR - Wait, wait. Before you do, let me poke a
 
picture at it. Okay; go ahead.
 
LtT - Little beads of glass in there in some places.
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CROSS-REFLRENCE OF LUNAR SAMPLES WITH LOCATIONS, PHOTOGRAPHS, GROUND-ELAPSLD TIMES, 
AND THE AIR-TO-GROUND TRANSCRIPT 
SAMPLE SAMPLE LOCATION LUNAR-SU9fACE GET CREW COfl4ENTSNUMBER WEIGHT, g SAMPLE TYPE & COMMENTS PHOTOGRAPHS DAYaHR;MIN RLLATING TO SAWLES 
EVA 1 
Bag 181 Soil Station 2 XSB 86-11544 05:02:44 CDR - Okay, f'ow, let's get some typical soil, 
St. George 
Crater/
Apennine 
X5B 86-115S 
XSA 86-11556 
XSA 86-11557 
to 
05:02:46 
couple of feet away. 
Front DSB 85-1?439 
15220 
15221 
160.5 
290.0 
Reserve 
fines 
<1 mm 
Lc 85-11440 LMP ­ okay. - - - Yes, I'll take it right out 
here by the gnomon. 
15222 
15223 
2.4" 
5.8 
1-2 mi 
2-4 = 
CDR - Yes; good idea. 
-
It hasn't been disturbed. 
15224 7.0 4-10 mm Ln - Okay; I got it. 
CDR - Okay: 181. 
------- -- - - -- - - - - --- ------------------------- -------
Bag 159 Glass 
piece + 
soil 
Station 2 
St. George 
Crater/
Apennine 
05:02:45 
to 
05:02:46, 
CDR - Okay. 
soil; 
LMP - Yes. 
Now we got the fillet, we got the 
now we need to sample the rock. 
15090 39.3 Reserve 
Front 
CDR - Let me get - Give me your hammer. 
fines 
15091 
15092 
162.9 
2.7 
<1 mm 
1-2 mm (Tongs) 
LMP - Okay. I got it. 
that rock. 
Look at the vesicles in 
15093 0.6 2-4 mm XSB 86-11549 
15095* 25.5 glass-
coated 
xSB 86-11550 
XSA 86-11551 
CDR - Those are glass bubbles. 
fragment LMP - Class bubbles; yes. 
CDR - Okay. Hey, listen; I want to get a closeup 
of that ­ that contact. Hold on to this a 
second, okay? Let me get my trusty tongs.
As a matter of fact, if you'll pull the bag 
out, Jim, I'm going to get a quick selected
sample here. 
I've got a little piece of glass right there. 
I can get up the hill to it. Think I can 
put that in there? See that beauty? Oh, 
I'll hold the hammer. okay; don't want to 
drop that one. But not - Put in some soil, 
Grab some soil right there with the tongs;
it'll stay. It seems to be fairly cohesive 
here. 
------------------------- 8----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------­
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CROSS-REFERLNCE OF LU14AR SAI:LES WITII LOCATXOLS , P&IOTOGRAPIIS, GROUND-LLAPSED TIM-S, 
AND TAIL AIR-TO-GROUND TRANSCRIPT 
SA4PLE SAMPLE 
NUMBER WEIGHT, y 
EVA 1 
Bag 160 
15200 7.7 
15201 18.3 
15202 0.4 
15203 0.2 
15204 0.1 
15206* 92.0 
Bag 161 
152050 337.3 
15205,1 1.6 
SAMPLE TYPE 
1 fragment 

Reserve 

fines 

<1 mm 

1-2 mm 
2-4 mm 

4-10 mm 

basalt 

1 fragment 
breccia 

LOCATION 
S COM!LNTS 
Station 2 

St. George 

Crater/ 

Apennine 

Front 

top, 
uphill
 
corner of 

boulder 

Station 2 
St. George 

Crater/ 

Apennine 

Front 

LUULAR-SURFACE 

PHOTOGRAPHS 

XSB 86-11546 

XS1 86-11547 

XSA 86-11558
 
XSA 86-11559 

DSA 86-11560
 
Loc 85-11440 

XS8 86-11546 
XSB 06-11547 

XSB 86-11552 

XSB 86-11553
 
XSA 86-11558 

XSA 86-11559 
DS 85-11439 
DSA 86-11560 
Loc 85-11440 
OLT 

DAY:IIR!MIN 
05:02:49 

to 

05:02:52 

05:02:52 
to 

05:02:53 

CREW CO.MMETS 
RELATING TO SA?1LLb 
UT - nave, I - I think, up on top acre, if you
 
hit it, it will break.
 
CDR - Right here?
 
LMP - Yes, right there. Yes. Yes, it's comx, loo 
CDR - Yes. There it is. I got it. Oh - cops. 
That's it, right there. 
.4.160 is for the rock that's on the - or the 
chip off the corner uphill. I hope that makes 
some sense to you, but when you got the pictum 
back and it's the one that doesn't appear to 
have any phenos in it. It just looked like a 
fine-grained basalt, nonvesicular. Now 
the other one that Jim - Are you gettinrs it? 
Here, let me hold the bag for you. 
LNT - How about doing a dumbbell - dumbbell frasnmont 
there beside it? You didn't knock that cff,
 
did you?
 
CDR - The dumbbell frag beside it?
 
LYY - Yes, hold the bag here. I'll show you what 
1 mean. 
CDR - Okay. No, I think that fell off, Jim. That
 
looks like the same kind of stuff. 
LE! - Tnis one right here? 
CDR - Yes, it fell off when I hit, I guess. 
LT - But I didn't see it fall off, though.
 
CDR - I didn't either, but I don't think - -
S1
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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CROSS-REFERENCE OF LUNAR SAMPLES WITH LOCATIONS, PHOTOGRAPHS, GROUND-ELAPSLD TIVES, 
A1D T1E AIR-TO-GROUND TRANSCRIPT 
SAMPLE SAMPLE LOCATION LUNA-SURFACE GET CREW COMMENTS 
NUMBER WEIGHT, g SAMPLE TYPE & CO*UNTS PHOTOGRAPHS DAY:HR:MIN RELATING TO SAMPLES 
EVA I 
Bag 161 LMP - It looks like a different type of rock.
 
Cont.
 
CDR - It sure does. I'm sure it was there when
 
we started.
 
LMP - Okay; let me just look at that one. 
Lots of glass on it, but can't tell the inside
 
too well.
 
LW - Okay; what number is that? 
CDR - 161. - - - Frag on the top of the rock. 
Bag 182 Soil Statibn 2 XSB 86-11561 05;02;55 CDR - Okay; roll it over. - - - Oh, me. It looks 
St. George XSB 86-11562 to like a breccia. 
15230 
15231 
99.1 
233.9 
Reserve 
fines 
<1 mm 
Crater/
Apennine 
Front 
XSB 86-11563 
XSE 86-11564 
XSA 86-11565 
XSA 86-11566 
05:02:57 
LMP - It sure is. 
can see it. 
The top layer is a breccia. 
There, that baby's over. 
You 
15232 5.2 1-2 = D$ - Loc - - -
15233 
15234 
3.8 
1.8 
2-4 =m 
4-10 tim 
86-11569 A couple of pictures, and we'll get some of 
that material underneath the rock. 
CDR - Oh, there's a great big glass bubble on that 
rock. 
Let 
Jim, get a scoop of 
me go around to the 
that underneath. 
other side and "et 
a picture. 
LR - The bag? 
CDR - Okay, let me get it; 182.
 
LM - Looks like pristine material, all right.
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CROSS-REFERENCE OF LUNAR SAMPLES WITH LOCATIONS, PIOTOGRAPHS, GROUND-ELAPSED TIES, 
AND THE AIR-TO-GROUND TRANSCRIPT
 
SAMPLE 
NUMBER 
SAMPLE 
dWLIGIIT, c, SAUPLE TYP. 
LOCATION 
& COU1:LNTS 
LSLAR-SURFACL 
PHOTOGRAPsb 
GET 
DAY:R::IN 
CRUd CO19LL:TS 
RELATING TO SAt2LS 
EVA I 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------
Station 2 05:03:08 CDR - On the bottom of toe rock, Joe, it 
St. George seems to be gray where there's no surface 
Crater/ 86-11569 alteration, but there is a surface covering. 
Apennine 
Front 
86-11570 
86-11571 
And in one portion, there's some SIass and 
ahmost looks like slickenside across the 
Big Block glass, and it's about ­ 4 inches by 4 
inches. And then there's 
corner of that thing that's 
- Oh my, one whole 
loaded with 
glass. That's just an unreal rock - -
CDR - Hey, Joe, the boulder we just sampled is 
the only one of its size anywhere to be seen. 
Bag 186 Comprehensive Station 2 XSB 86-11567 05:03:00 L - Okay; I'm going to start to rake, Dave. 
15110+ 131.9 
Fragments 
Gross weight 
St. George 
Crater/ 
Apennine 
XSB 86-11568 
XSA 86-11572 
XSA 86-11573 
to 
05:03:04 
- - -
CDR - Okay. 
- - ­
There's one swath - about a meter long. 
Front DSe 85-11441 CDR ­ ... You've got two little frags - Well, that' 
Lo 85-11442 better than nothing. Got a bag? It's number 
196. 
IMP - Try another couple swaths here ­ -
CDR - Joe, the soil is dark gray, and It's fine 
grain, and I haven't seen any difference in 
granularity between the LM and our position 
at all. It all looks about the same. It's 
fairly cohesive with very few fragments in it. 
Jim's getting about three or four with each 
scoopful - well, two or three. 
CDR - Well, we don't have much for all that raking. 
LMP - Okay; why don't - DO you want another swath? 
CDR - Yes, let's take one more. That's about, I 
think, all we can do then. 
much in there. Boots go in 
There's just not 
about an inch 
or so when you press on them. Packs it down 
nice and smooth. Guess you can see the dust 
jumping as we walk ... 
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CROSS-REFERENCE OF LUNAR SAMPLES WITH LOCATIONS, PIIOTOGRAPHS, GROUND-ELAPSED TINLS, 
AND THE AIR-TO-OROUND TRANSCRIPT 
SAMPLE SAMPLE LOCATION LUNAR-SURFACE GET CREW COMMENTS 
NUMBER WEIQ{T, g SAMPLE TYPE F COMENTS PHOTOGRAPHS DAY:HR:MIN RELATING TO SAMPLES 
EVA I 
Bag 186 LHP - Not a thing, Dave. 
C o n t .. . . 
Let me take one more. 
Okay, Dave. That one was a little more 
fruitful - -
CDR - Okay. 
LMP - - -' Looks like about five or six. 
CDR - Okay; let's cali it quits there ­ -
LHP - Yes. 
------------ ---- - - - - - - - - -- - - -- -.---- n- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - m------.. --- --- --- --
Bag 187 Comprehensive Station 2 XSB 86-11567 05:03:04 - - -
15100 281.0 
fines 
Reserve 
fines 
St. George 
Crater/ 
Apennine 
Front 
XSB 86-11568 
XSA 86-11572 
XSA 86-11573 
DSD 85-11441 
to 
05:03:05 
IMP 
CC 
- DO you want soil with that comprehensive?
w 
- Roger. one bag soil with the comprehensive, 
and then double core. 
15101 637.6 <1 mm LOC 85-11442 
15102 
15103 
12.2 
4.1 
1-2 mm 
2-4 mm 
CDR - Okay. Let me 
fo6t went. 
picture' this here where my big 
15104 1.5 4-10 mm - - ­
15105 5.6 basalt LHP - ... I've got 187 for the soil. 
(05:03:01) CDR - Joe, the soil is dark gray, and it's fine 
grain, and I haven't seen any difference 
in granularity between the LM and our 
position at all. It all looks about the 
same. It's fairly cohesive with very few 
fragments in it ... 
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CROSS-REFERENCE OF LUNAR SAIWLES WITH LOCATIONS, PHOTOGRAPHS, GROUND-ELAPSED TIMES, 
AND THIE AIR-TO-'GROUND TRANSCRIPT 
SAMPLE SAMPLE LOCATION LUNAR-SURFACE GET CREW COMMENTS 
NUMBER WEIGHT, g SAMPLE TYPE £ COMENTS PHOTOGRAPHS DAY tlHR:MIN RELATING TO SAMPLtS 
EVA 1 
U-03/ 
L-10 
Double 
Core 
Station 2 
St. George 
XSf 86-11574 
XSB 86-11575 
05:63:05 
to 
CDR - Okay; the next thing on the agenda is a 
double core. 
Crater/ XS During 05:03:16 
Apennine 86-11576 LMP - Yes. Okay; I'm going to go over and con­
15008 
15007 
$10.1 
768.7 
upper 
lower 
Front 
DS 
ic 
Loc 
86-11577 
86-11578 
85-11445 
85-11443 
85-11444 
figure for it. 
- - -
CDR - Oh, we've got a good place here. We've got 
a fairly deep crater; it must be about 10 
meters across, and a meter and a half or so 
deep, and we'll pick the rim of that - There's 
a fresh impact crater in - in the rim anyway, 
which looks like it pulled out some - -
CDR Is that as far as you can push it, Jim? 
LMP - That's as far as)I can push it. I 9ot the 
picture; go ahead. 
CDR - Okay. It's a - We've got one full core, 
second core is going in about 2 inches per 
h mmer stroke. 
CbR - And ie've got almost a second core. Got 
another couple of inches to go, Jim. 
Doing good. 
CDR Okay; that'i good, man. All the way in. 
Good show. 
CDR Okay. Pull it out very gently. Nice. lice 
Easy does it, That's nice. Coming out very 
clean. Looks clean. Hold it steady. Got a 
good one. Okay. Come an over this way i 
little. Cap for it... 
Ltd) - Give me the cap. I'll put it on, Dave. 
CDR - Okay. G6od idea. 
CDE - Okay. Ramner went in about 6 inches. 
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CROSS-REFERENCE OF LUNAR SAMPLES WITH LOCATIONS, PHOTOGRAPHS, GROUND-ELAPSED TIMES, 
AND THE AIR-TO-GROUND TRANSCRIPT 
SAMPLE SAMPLE LOCATION LUNARSURFACE GET CREW COM4ENTS 
NUMBER WEIGHT, 9 SAMPLE TYPE £ C0!RENTS PHOTOGRAPHS DAY:iIR:MI1. RELATING TO SANPLES 
EVA I 
U-03/ CC - And, Dave, we're standing ty for a nurnev 
L-10 on the core. 
Cont,
 
CDR - Yes, the top one is 03, Joe. 
LMP - Know what the other one was? 
LMP - It's the middle one in ... Dave's
 
sample bag.
 
PSR "A* Vesicular Station 3 	 XS 86-11579 05:03z43
 
15016' 923.7 basalt 	 XSB 86-11580 to CDR - Oh, there's some vesicular basalt right 
XSB 86-11501 05:03z'17 there, boy. Oh, man) Hey, how about it, 
XSA 86-11582 let's - just hold on 1 second, we've got 
Partial pant to have ­
86-11583
 
to LMP - Okay; we're stopping.
 
86-11587
 
FSR 'B* 05g06-02 CDR - And I'm going to - - pick up a couple of 
15015* 4515 Class coated Near L to rocks. Yes, sir. Oh, myl I couldn't resist 
breccia 0506104 this one, Jim. 
LMP - That the glass one? 
CDR - Oh, look at what I goti You wouldn't
 
believe it! Okay, pick up the ETB.
 
Okay, here's the ETR. How about handlin§
 
that with care; there's a piece of fragile
 
in there. I'll get it to you.
 
CROSS-MFERENCE OF LUNAR SAMPLES WITH LOCATIONS, PHOTOGRAPHS, GROLND-ELAPSED TIMlES 
AND THIE AIR-TO-GROUND TRANSCRIPT 
SAMPLE SAMPLE LOCATION LUNAR-SURFACE GET CREW COMMENTS 
NUMBER WEIGHT, 9 SAMPLE TYPE & COMMENTS PHOTOGRAPHS DAY tIR:MIN RELATING TO SAMPLES 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
EVA 1 
Crew Comments during Post EVA 1 debriefing: 
05109:17 CDR - ... We've got a couple of surprises for you. 
We have one fragmnt on the order of 6 inches 
which is a ­ a fairly well rounded, highly 
vesicular basalt with vesicles on the order 
PSR OA" 
15016' 
of 3 millimeters all over it, apparently 
quite old and rounded, and it's a brownish 
gray. We also have a - a large piece of 
FSR 
1S015* 
13" 
glass, just sheer glass, apparently, which 
is about a foot long and about 6 inches wide 
and very rough-textured surface; and that was 
the one that was right out the front window 
here that I described yesterday. And the 
basalt we picked up halfway back when I had 
to change my seatbelt; I saw it on the 
ground, and I just couldn't resist it. And 
it's unlike anything you've seen from the 
Moon before as is the large piece of glass. 
FSR "B" 
15015 
Near LM 04:11234 Crew Comments pre EVA 1 LM window description 
Cont. CDR - ... I got to tell you about a rock that's 
right out at 12 o'clock, right ­ almost at 
the radar antenna shadow, and it's going to 
be gone pretty soon. There's a - a dark, 
black, angular fragment which is on the order 
of probably - I'd say 6 to 8 inches across. 
It's got some light-colored apparent dust 
on it. It's unique on the surface. 
other fragments appear to be white. 
All the 
And this 
one really looks like a jewel. You can think 
about that for awhile. 
0412t27 
to 
CC - Dave, while you're sipping your ­ cold tomato 
soup there, was the black rock that you called 
0412t29 out to us on a crater rim? 
A7
 
CROSS-fEFERENCE OF LUNAR SAMPLES WITH LOCATIONS, PHOTOGRAPHS, GROUND-ELAPSED TIMES, 
AND THE AIR-TO-GOUND TRANSCRIPT 
SAMPILE 
NUMBER 
SAMPLE 
WEIGHT, g SAMPLE TYPE 
LOCATION 
& COMMENTS 
LUNAR-SURFACE 
PHOTOGRAPHS 
GET 
DAY:HR:MIN 
CREW COPMELNTS 
RELATING TO SAMP'LES 
EVA I 
- ------------------------------------------------------------ -------------------------------------------------------------------
FSR "B" 
15015* 
Cont. 
CDR - Yes, it is, Joe. It sure is. And It's a 
typical crater to see. It's quite a subtle 
crater, but it's out ­ well, LU shadow being 
like 30, maybe 28 meters now. It's probably 
about 40 meters away, the rim of the crater. 
And that black rock is sitting right on the 
rim. 
CC - Roger. 
CDR - Hey, Joe. Jim's just pointed out another 
black one now that must be 300 meters out. 
And it's so dark that it looks like a sharow. 
It's just coal black, and it looks like it 
might be about the same size. 
CC - Roger, Dave. Incredible. While you're 
peeking out there, do you have any further 
observations on the abundance, size, and 
distribution of the frags in the nearby 
field of view? 
CDR - Yes. That's what we found here. Yes. I'd 
say that, in the - in the near field, the 
surface is covered by - probably less than I 
percent of fragmental debris. And, of that 
debris, I'd say 70 percent of it is on the 
order of an inch to 2 inches, or less. And 
maybe the other 30 percent seems to be in a 
range of maybe 4 or 5 inches, somethig like 
that; no large frags anywhere. They mostly --
Okay. Most the fragments are light colored, 
except for the two that we - we mentioned 
to you. In fact, they all look - they
look white. I can see some that are just 
stark white and some that are a lighter gray. 
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CROSS-REFERENCE OF LUNAR SAMPLES WITH LOCATIONS, PHOTOGRAPHS, GROUND-ELAPSED TIMES, 
AND THE AIR-TO-GROUND TRANSCRIPT 
SAMPLE SAMPLE LOCATION LtRnAR-SURFACE GET CREW CON!MENTS 
NUMBER WEIGIT, g SAMPLE TYPE & COMIMENTS PHOTOGRAPHS DAY:lIR:rIU RELATING TO SAMPLES 
EVA I 
Post EVA I Weight Report 05:07:45 CDR - Okay. I've got some weights for you, if 
you're ready to copy. 
CC - Go ahead, Dave-. We're ready.
 
CDR - Okay. SRC number 1 is stowed. It weighed 
36 pounds. And collection jag nurnuor 4 
weighs 15 pounds. 
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CROSS-HEF:RLNCt OF LUA1A SAMPLS WITH LOCATIONS, PIOTOGRAPIS, GROLND-ELAPSED TIMLS,AND TE AIR-T-CROUND Th)NSCRIPT 
SAMPLE SAMPLE LOCATION LUUAR-SURFACE GET CREW COMMENTS 
NfLWBER WEIGHT, g SAMPLE TYPE 6 COMMENTS PHIOTOGRAPHS DAY:HR:MIN RELATING TO SAMPLES 
EVA 2 Traverse to the Apennine Front, Spur Crater and return. 
Bag 162 
15077,0 9.8 
15017,1 2.7 
15017,2 2.1 
15017,3 2.4 
15018 5.7 
15019 1.2 
15027* 51.0 
15028* 58.9 
15028,1 0.5 
Bag 163 
Glass sphere Near LM ­
and other "Aggle 
fragments
Broken glass 
sphere "aggieo 
Class Station 6 
Apennine 
Front; foor 
of'small 
fresh 
crater with 
glass in 
center 
XSB 86-11604 

XSB 86-11605 

XSB 86-11606 

XSA 86-11608 

DSB 86-11607 

Partial pan: 

85-11481 

through 

85-11497
 
Pant 

85-11507
 
through 

85-11522
 
XSB 86-11609 

XSB 86-11610 

XSB 86-11611 

XSA 86-11612 

XSA 86-11613
 
XSA 86-11614 

XSA 86-11615 

DS8 85-11498
 
DSB 85-11499 

Lc 85-11500
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05:22:57 	 CDR - Joe, bag number 162 has that little glass
 
Aggie in it.
 
Plus a - another couple little samples
 
that were sitting there. Okay, we'll get
 
you - up. Okay, hand me the hammer.
 
(04:12:31) Crew Comments from pre EVA 1 LM Window nescxipticn:
 
CDR - ... I'm just looking down right in front 
of the LM here to try and get your relative 
abundance, and I was about ready to say
that maybe, of these inch frags, there right 
be five or six in a square meter. And I 
see what appears to be a round glassy ball. 
It's shiny, it casts a rounded shadow, 
and it looks about the size - oh, maybe an ­
an inch or so.
 
CC - Roger, Dave. 	And, for the benefit of our 
fine Flight Director, maybe the name of
 
that should be called an Aggie.
 
CDR - Okay, Joe. We'll call that one our first 
Aggie. 
05:23:58 CDR - Okay. Let's-go up first, so we can come 
to downhill: And, there's one of those 
06:00:01 fresh little craters. 
LMP - Yes. 
CDR - Let's go sample that one. 
LMP - Cot glass in the bottom. 
- - -
And we're going to sample the glass in the 
middle of Lt. 
CDR - Yes. Start with the middle, and we'll 
pick up the rim, too. 163. 
CC - Copy 163. 
CROSS-RLFERENCE OF LUNAR SAMPLES WITH LOCATIONS, 
AND THE AIR-TO-GROUND 
PHOTOGRAPHS, 
TRANSCRIPT 
GROUND-ELAPSED TItlES, 
SAMPLE SAMPLE LOCATION LUNAR-SURFACE GET CREW COM4ENTS 
NUMBER WEIGHT, g SAMPLE TYPE £ COMMENTS PHOTOGRAPHS DAYLR:MIN RELATING TO SAMPLES 
EVA 2 
Bag 163 LMP - It all felt kind of welded together. - - -
Cont. I hope it stays together for us. 
Like fragments all glued together. What 
an intricate pattern. 
CC - Okay, Dave. And is that still bag number 
163? 
CDRI- Yes. 
Bag 164 Soil Rim of same XSB 86-11609 
crater where XSB 86-11610 
06:00:01 CDR - Yes. Yes, the next one coming'up is 164. 
And, why don't you skip the rim there, 
15250 207.0 Reserve sample Bag XSB 86-11611 
fines 163 was XSA 86-11612 LMP - A little more? 
15251 380.9 <1 mm taken XSA 86-11613 
15252 8.3 1-2 mm XSA 86-11614 CDR - Yes, let's get a good bag full. 
15253 4.0 2-4 mm XSA 86-11615 
15254 1.2 4-10 mm DSB 85-11498 CDR - Okay, Joe. It's very fine light gray -
DSE 85-11499 the rim is. Very fine. 
LOC 85-11500 
Bag 188 Rock Station 6 XSB 86-11616 06:00:02 CDR - Okay, Jim. Let's find ourselves a couple 
15290 55.0 
microbreccia 
Reserve 
Apennine
Front 
XSB 86-11617 
DSB 85-11501 
DSB 85-11502 
to 
06:00:06 
of frags down here. Here's a ­ there 
are three within easy range over here. 
- - ­
fines LOc 86-11618 Right there in front of you, Jim. That 
15291 169.0 <1 mm Leo 86-11619 big one. Get - get that one. 
15292 5.4 1-2 mmn Ioc 86-11620 
15293 6.7 2-4 num CC - Okay, Jim. And are you still scooping 
15294 10.2 4-10 mm samples? 
15295 947.3 Rock 
1P - ... - wetre sampling a rock right now. 
The number on this bag is 188. 
CC - Roger, Jim. Copy.188. And have you 
noticed a variety of rock types or just one general kind? 
CDR - Okay. Let us go through them, Joe, as 
we pick -them up, because we can't tell 
any difference as they sit on the 
surface. They're all covered with dust. 
And, the first one here is a fine-grained 
breccia - a microbreccia. And, it's got 
- it looks like a third order with white 
clasts in it. The matrix is dark black, 
9 i and it has glass within a fracture onside. Not unlike some of the 14's. the 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CROSS-REFERENCE OF LUNAR SAMPLES WITH LOCATIONS, PHOTOGRAPHS, GROUND-LLAPSED TINES, 
AND TIlE AIR-TO-GROUND TRANSCRIPT 
SAMPLE SAMPLE LOCATION LUNAR-SURFACE GET CREW COIMENTS 
NUMBER WEIGHT, g SAMPLE TYPE & COMMENTS PHOTOGRAPHS DAY:iIH:MII, RELATING TO SAMPLES 
EVA 2 
Bag 188 	 LIV - I'll put some soil in. 
Cont. 
CDR - Get that other frag right next to it, 
Jim. Here let me - I'll - I'll get 
it. Okay, good boy. 
CDR'-	 And, Joe, the - the soil is very powdery 
here. 
LMP - It just looks the same - )ust 	the ... sere. 
CDR -	 Okay. Same thing. Same kind of fra ,ment. 
Okay. You give me the bag, and why 	don't
 
you take a little scoop right there by 
the side of the - ­
- - where those two were. 
IM -	 I - I got to get back uphill. I've got 
most of it, I think.
 
CDR -	 That's good. That's fine. 
Okay, 	188, to confirm again.
 
FSR 'C" 1731.4 Breccia 	 Station 6 XSB 86-11621 06:00:07 CDR - Okay. Okay; this is a fairly large 
15298* fractured 	 Apennine XSB 86-11622 to subangular fragment, which is about
 
Front XSA 86-11623 06:00:09 20 percent buried. I'm not sure we'll
 
20% buried DSB 85-11503 get that in the bag.

suoangular DSB 85-11504
 
LI -	 I don't think we will, Dave. 
CDR - Well, we've got it anyway. See what 
it looks like here. 
On the bottom - See, it looks lake - a 
light gray microbreccia with some white 
clasts of millimeter size in it, and 
that's about all. And, the bottom 
side has slickensides. And I do see 
scme glass spattered on one side. 
And I also see - one little - looks 
like an orange crystal in there - like 
i might be a little piece of olivine. 
It's got definite reddish-orange color
92 
 to it.
 
CROSS-IREFERENCE OF LUNAR 
SAMPLE SAMPLE LOCATION 

NUMBER WEIGHT, g SAMPLE 'TYPL £ COMMENTS 

EVA 2
 
FSR "C" 
15298* 

Cont. 

FSR "D" Breccia Station 6 

15299* 1691.7 fractured Apennine 

Front 

Fragment 

made small 

secondary 

crater ­
travelling 

east to 

wes t 
SAMPLES WI'll LOCATIONS, PLIOTOGRAPH'IS, 
AND THE AIR-TO-GRUZUD TRANSCRIPT 
LUNAR-SURFACE GET 

PHOTOGRAPIIS DAY:IIR:MIN 

CDR -
XSB 86-11624 06:00:11 CDR -
XSB 86-11625 to 
XSA 86-11628 06:00:14 
LOC 85-11505 
DSB 85-11506 
Impact site 
86-11626 LP -
86-11627 
CDR -
LMP -
CDR -
LM -
CDR ­
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GROUND-ELAPSED TII S, 
CREW CO 2IENTS
 
RELATIN4G TO SMPLES
 
This is definitely a different kind 
of breccia, Joe. It - it's only got 
light-gray millimeter-size clasts
 
in it, with a fine-grained gray 
matrix. In the clasts, there are 
about - gee, I'd say 10 percent of
 
the total frag., So it's - it's
 
somewhat different. Here, I can hold 
it with both hands, if you can stick 
it in. Let uSe hold the bag. 
Okay. That's going in your collection
 
bag as a single. And, I think you can
 
remember it, Joe. Sorry about the 
bag; it just fell. I let it go. It's
 
got slickensides on it.
 
Jim, I would say that this - that
 
this fragment here hit right before
 
its position. You see that little
 
spot? See that little spot right
 
there in front?
 
Yes.
 
I think that rock hit there. 
Yes. You can convince me of that.
 
... We'll just have to take a look at 
it. We can get the pictures here. 
Wonder from whence it cae. If it 
- if it did hit there it was traveling - -
Traveling west.
 
Yes. Last to west, and it left a little
 
mark about a foot from its present 
position. And its present position is 
on the surface, to about 4 inches,

subangular. And we'll pick it up and 
take a look at it. As a matter of
 
fact, I'll see if I can't get a closeup
 
of the little spot that it hit here.
 
[low, if I can lean down. Okay. Did
 
you get the dowi-sun, Jim? 
------ ------------------------- 
---------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CROSS-REFERENCE OF LUNAR SAMPLES WITH LOCATIONS, PHOTOGRAPHS, GROUND-ELAPSED TIMES, 
AND TIE AIR-TO-GROUVD TRANSCRIPT 
SAMPLE SAMPLE LOCATION LUNAR-SURFACE GET CREW COMMENTS 
NUMBER WEIGHT, g SAMPLE TYPE & COMME14TS PIOTOGRAPIIS DAY:I!R:MIN RELATING TO SAMPLES 
EVA 2 
PSR "D' - - ­
15299* CDR - Man, it's really covered. But it's 
Cont. 	 a very rough surface, very sharp,
 
basically a subangular rock, but
 
with quite a jagged, craggy surface
 
on it. And I can see some spots in
 
there. I guess I'd just have to
 
call it a breccia. It'll never fit
 
in there. Just let me put it in
 
your bag.
 
LMP- Okay. 
CDR - And Ithink we have it fairly well 
documented. It's in collection 
bag number 3, which will help you
 
keep track of it.
 
--------------------	 MM-----------------------------------
Bag 190 Station 6 XSB 86-11629 06:00:15 CC - Dave, ... Do you think this is a good

1S255 240.4 breccia XSB 86-11630 to area for a rake sample?

15256* 201.0 breccia XSA 86-11632 06200:17
 
15257 22.5 breccia DSB 86-11631 CDR - No, Joe. Definitely not.
 
CDR - Okay, Joe. Okay; another little
 
microbreccia. Bag number is 190.
 
CDR - You can take another. Get this other 
one here.
 
CDR - Oh, boy. Look at the bottom of that, Jim.
 
LMP- All glassy, isn't it? 
CDR - Yes, I hope. Glass all over the bottom 
of that one. And it looks like another 
microbreccia. And I don't see any pits
 
in any of these, at all. I do see a
 
couple of glass - yes, there, this one's
 
got a couple of very small glass-filled

pits, but most of them are pitless.

Okay; 190.
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CROSS- REFLRLNC OF LUNAR SATLES WITH LOCATIONS, PHOTOGRAPHS, GROUND-ELAPSED TIILS, 
AND THL AIR-TO-GROUND TRANSCRIPT 
SAIPLE SAMPLB LOCATION LUNAR-SURFACL GLT CREW COMNLLI;TS 
NUMBER WEIGHT, g SAM'LL TYPE & COMMENTS PHOTOGRAPHS DAY :|iR;?IIN REIATING TO SAM PLES 
EVA 2 
Bag 192 9 frags Station 6 XSB 86-11635 06:00:19 
breccia XS5B 86-11636 to 
XSA 86-11637 06:00:23 
15258 7.6 rock DSB 85-11523 
15259 0.7 rock DSB 85-11524 
15268 11.0 rock 
15269 7.6 rock Area photos: 
152850 264.2 rock 86-11633 
15286' 34.6 rock 86-11634 
15287 rock 
15288* 62.6 rock 
15289 24.I rock 
CDR - Okay. Okay; let's move down here. 
Downhill, with care. Now, it looks 
like the same - Look down at the bottom 
of that crater- another little crater 
with a bunch of debris in it. 
CDR- Hey, look at the little bench on this one.
 
LIT - Yes, I was going to remark about that 
on the - the downslope side. 
CDR - Jim, I'd suggest we go down to that
 
little bench.
 
LMP - Yes. We could actually walk in. We
 
could do a radial sample.
 
CDR - Yes. Boy, look at how this zero phase )ust 
wipes everything out. Man. 4e can 
get this here easy - because we don't 
want to go too far downhill, because 
we don't have ... climb back up 
to our Rover friend. Jeoper, this ­
they're all too big.
 
- Notice you're kicking up some white t.aterial 
there, Dave?
 
CDR - to, I didn't notice. Hey, you're right.
 
LP - We ought to trench it.
 
CDR - You're right. Sure should.
 
LPP - Trench or a core? 
CDR - Why don't we go to the Upper rum up 
there and pick .up the core, Joe - Jim,
 
on the way back up? 
LKP - Oay. 
CDR - Let's get this - this fragment here ­
or a bunch of these little ones I 
guess. 
CDR - So much dust - on the camera, it's 
hard to read the settings. 
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CROSS-REFERENCE OF LUNAR SAMPLES WITH LOCATIONS, PHOTOGRAPHS, GROUItD-CLAPSLD TIrES, 
AND THE AIR-TO-GROUND TPANSCRIPT 
SAMPLE SAMPLE LOCATION LUIAR-SURPACE GET CREW COMMENTS 
NUMBER WEIGHT, g SAMPLE TYPE & COMENTS PHOTOGRAPHS DAY:HR:MIN RELATIJG TO SAMPLES 
EVA 2 
----- ----- -----------	 -- :------ ---------- ------------ -------- ----------------- --------------------- --------- --------------- ---

Bag 192 	 CDR - Okay. I think the big one is too big
 
Cont. to put in, as usual. Of course, 
we'll never be satisfied with that, 
but 1'll take some of these others. 
UT - Okay.
 
CDR - I think they're the same. Dust off a 
little bit. Another 	breccia.
 
LMP - Bag number is 192. 
CDR - Hold it and I'll get a bunch of tnese
 
frags right here.
 
LMP - Not much glass. 
CDR - Okay. That ought to do it. Why don't
 
you close it up, and I'll - put it ...
 
here. Dying to look at that big reck.
 
LMP - Put this in your bag. 
Bag 193 	 Ereccia Station 6 XSB 86-11638 06:0Of23 CDR- ... Dying to look at that big rock. 
knocked off XSB 86-11639 to - - ­
with haamer XSA 86-11640 06:00:24 Let me borrow your hammer just a ­
152650 314.2 	 Rock DSB 85-11523 I'll take one whack and see if it will
 
15266* 271.4 	 Rock DSB 85-11524 come open.
 
15267 1.9 	 Rock - - -

Area photos: The visibility - Hold my tongs, please. 
86-11633 Let's see if we - it's got any variety 
86-11634 up here. 
LMP - - - ... friable to what you're trying 
to get. 
CDR - sure is. Not bad for a begInner. Okay.
 
Give me the tongs, and let's lust get
 
another bag and pick up those two little
 
frags there. What do you say?
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CROSS-REFERENCE OF LUNAR SAF2LES WITH LOCATIONS, PHOTOGRAPHS, GROUND-ELAPSED TIES, 
AND THE AIR-TO-GROUND TRANSCRIPT 
SAMPLE, SAMPLE LOCATION LUNAR-SURFACE GET CREW COMENTS 
NUMBER WEIGHT, g SAMPLE TYPE £ COT|ENTS PHOTOGRAPHS DAY:HR:VItI RELATING TO SAMPLES 
EVA 2 
Bag 193 
 CDR - Okay. A microbreccia with millimeter 
Cont. 
 white clasts, and there's a gray clast 
in there that's about 3 millimeters. 
It looks a little different. Let me 
go down and get this other one that 
came up. 
LMP - And't93 is the number on the bag. 
------------------------------------------------------.----------------------------------------------
Trench site, XSB 86-11641 06200:24 CDR - Okay. Well, would you like a trench

Station 6 XSB 86-11642 to or a core, Joe? We'll give you your

XSA 86-11643 06:00t25 choice today.
 
XSA 86-11645
 
XSA 86-11646 CC - We'd like one of each, if we could, Dave.
 
DSA 86-11644
 
DS3 - Loc CDR - A trench and a core?
 
85-11525
 
DSB 85-11526 CC - Yes, sir.
 
CDR - Okay. We'll go up and trench it first
 
and see if it!s worth coring.
 
CC - Okay.
 
CDR - Let's go up on the up - the upper 
im up there, and work our way back up 
to our Rover friend. 
CDR - Right up here where it's nice and fresh,
 
CDR - Hey, Jimmy - Dig me a little trench
 
when you get up here.
 
Bag 166 Soil from Trench site XSB 86-11641 06:00:27 CDR - ... Okay, Jim's trenching. Hey, the 
bottom of XSB 86-11642 to other side, Jim, I can't see you.
trench XSA 86-11643 06:00;30 - - ­
15260 172.2 Reserve XSA 86-11645 LMP - I can trench it here. 
fines XSA 86-11646
15261 1173.4 <1 mm DSA 86-11644 CDR - ** just right, right like you got it. 
15262 9.1 1-2 mm 	 DSB - Loc 
 Keep digging. Except you'll have to ­15263 6.7 2-4 mm 85711525 That's rigat - Okay, I can see it. That's
 
15264 
 5.9 	 4-10 mm USB 85-11526 fine. Boy, when you put your scoop in,
 
it'smooths it out flat just like plaster.
 
97 	 LMP - I was going to say like cement.
 
CROSS-REFERENCE OF LUNAR SAMPLES WITH LOCATIONS, PHOTOGRAPHS, GROUD-LLAPSED TiMLS, 
AND THE AIR-TO-GROUND TRANSCRIPT 
SAMPLE 
NUMBER 
SAMPLE 
WEIGHT, g SA4PLE TYPE 
LOCATION 
& COMMENTS 
LUNAR-SURFACE 
PHOTOGRAPHS 
GET 
DAY:IIR:MIN 
CREW COtXENTS 
RtLfTlNC TO SAMPLES 
EVA 2 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Bag 166 
Cont. 
CDR - Yes. I can't ­ ....see any layering 
because the - the scoop Dust - -
LMP - Yes. It's all - very similar in color. 
CDR - Can't tell whether - Nice and cohesive, 
it holds a straight wall very well. 
It's very fine powder, just like -
graphite. 
Let me get this - Move to 
and let me get over here. 
farther, Jim. 
your left 
A little 
-
CC - Okay, troops. And we'll be asking for 
an SESC from the bottom of the trench 
when you get it built. 
LMP - Get the pictures? 
CDR.- Yes. I think so. The rim, 
around are ­ very soft. 
as all rim 
LMP - Did you hear him, Dave, he wants the SESC 
from the ­ the bottom of that. 
CDR - Okay. 
LMP - Let me get.a bag, I'll sample the bottom. 
CDR - Okay. I'll get your bag. 
LM! - First scoop? 
CDR - Yes. 
LHP - Just one. 
CDR - Okay: that's good. 
LMP - Okay; I'll get the SESC now ­ -
CC - Dave, ... Copy, you've gotten the 
SESC out of the bottom of the trench now. 
CDR - No - ... We haven't, Joe, you missed 
it. 166 the bag. We didn't got the SESC - -
-----------------------------------------------------­
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CROSS-REFL 1ECL; OF LUJAR SAITLES WITI LOCATIONS, P1IOTOGRAPIIS, GI'OLNJD-ELAPSI:D TIMES, 
AND TiE AIR-TO-GROUND TRANSCRIPT 
SAMPLE SAMPLE LOCATION LUNAR-SURFACE GT CREW COMENTS 
NUMBER INEIGIT, g SAIZLL TYPL & CI'!LU;IT& PhOTOGRAPIIB D7.Y:IfR:MIN PEL\TING TO SAIPLLS 
EVA 2 
SESC #1 SESC Station 6 Same as 06:00:30 CDR - - L we just got a sample from the bottor, 
Trench Site trench site, to of the trench. And since we - since we 
15012 637.0 Bottom of Station 6 06:00:33 have to walk back uphill to the hover to 
(net) trench get the SESC - -
WIP - No, it's on your back. 
CDR - Oh, 3ust do it. 
Why don'tcha scoop out the bottom on 
this side a little bit, Jim. 
LT - #** out the bottom, you 'say? 
CDR - Yes, dig it a little deep ­ deeper, I 
think you can probably - get the 
thing deeper and -
LtIP - You want me to hit bedrock, I know. 
CDR - Yes. Okay; I can't see in the bottom 
of it, but go ahead. Dig her. Have a 
- have a scoop load. I think the wall 
collapsed on you. 
Get your scoop up. That - that's it. 
That's it. That's good, Jim. That's 
about half - can you get another one? 
Hey, don't slide down in there, that ­
that's really slippery. 
LMP - Yes. I noticed. 
L"? - Let's see, we probably ought to put 
that SESC in your bag. 
CDR- Yes. 
CC - And, Jim, did you get an after picture 
of that? 
CDR - I'll get it. I'll - I'll get it, Joe. 
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CIESS-RLFELUCL OF LUNAR SAFTLS WITl LOCATIOtUS, PHOTOGRAPJIS, GROLZD-E;LAPSED TZ.LXS, 
AND THE AIR-TO-GRO:fD TRUANSCRIPT 
SAMPLE SAMPLE LOCATION LUNAR-SURFACE GUT CREW COMMLENTS 
NUMBER WEIGHT, g SAMPLE TYPE £ COMENTS PHOTOGRAPHS DAY:IIR:MIN RLLATING TO SAMPLES 
EVA 2 
Single 
Core 
U07 
15009 622.0 
(net) 
Core Station 6 XSB 86-11647 
XS 86-11648 
XS during 
86-116q9 
86-11650 
06:00!34 
to 
06:00:39 
CC - And, Dave, while you're taking that 
picture, we'll be asking for a core 
tube after that. We want you to use 
an upper core, because we ooly have 
one lower in the bag right now. 
XSA 86-11651 
DSB - Loc 
85-11527 
85-11528 
CDR - Very well, Joe, we'll get you a core 
right here. 
85-11529 - - -
One ­ core; upper core. 
IMP - You khow, it's unfortunate, Dave, that 
we didn't take that down at the lower 
rim where the white was exposed. Here 
I don't see the white. 
CDR - Yes, I didn't either. Maybe we ought to
 
go back down there and do that.
 
CDR - Ohl Easy. Neat, ... Hey, all the - all
 
the way in very easily with a push, Joe.
 
LMP - Okay; I have it.
 
CDR - Just don't step backward any farther.

Wait, let me get the picture - I'll
 
just walk over there, Jim. Okay. 
G od core, Joe. 
LMP - I like those cores like that, 
CDR - Never know. Put that in my bag. 
step backwards. 
Don't 
LMP - Hear you talking. 
CC - Jim, we've got that double left. Do 
you suppose you could drive a single 
core down where it's white? 
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CROSS-REFEREN4CE OF LUNAR SAMPLES WITH LOCATIONS, PHOTOGRAPHS, CfROUND-ELAPSED TIMES, 
AN4D TIE AIR-TO-GROUND TRANSCRIPT 
SAMPLE SAMPLE LOCATION LUNAR-SURFACE GET CREW COPYENTS 
NUMBER WEIGHT, g SAMPLE TYPE & COMMENTS PHIOTOGRAPIIS DAY:H1R:MIN RELATING TO SAMPLES 
EVA 2 
Single LMP - Yes, sure, I'm sure we could. 
Core 
U-07 
Cont. 
CDR - Yes, we could. Let's go do that. 
Yes, let's go take advantage of what 
we know down there on the albedo. 
By the fresh spot down there. 
CDR - Okay: 
up on 
you sure see the change. 
the high place here. 
** 
LMP - Above the bench. Let's try it right 
there. 
CDR - Yes, boy, the soil is more granular 
here, too. Cuite a difference from 
one side of the rim to the other. 
CDR - Okay. I don't think you'll need 
your hammer, but I'll get it anyway. 
LMP - Yes, and I'll 
side here. 
get up on the uphill 
Okay; it's in position. 
CDR - Okay; I got the picture. 07's the 
number, Joe, 
Bag 167 Soil Typical soil XSB 86-11656 06:00:40 CC - A little something for the soil 
15270 
15271 
15272 
319.0 
798.3 
20.7 
Reserve 
fines 
<1 mm 
1-2 mm 
by LRV XSA 86-11657 to 
06:00":44 
mechanics, sounds great. And we'd 
like for you to put several scoops of 
the soil in bag number 6 on the handtool 
carrier when you get back to the Rover. 
- ­ -
15273 13.7 2-4 mm CDR - Yes, but that's - Hey. Why don't we 
15274 4.4 4-10 mm put them in a sample bag, Joe? 1%hy - -
I'll get you a sample bag. 
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CROSS-REF4RENCE OF LUNAR SAVPLES WITH LOCATIONS, PHOTOGRAPHS, GROUND-tLAPSED TIiES, 
AND THE AIR-TO-GROUND TRANSCRIPT 
SAMPLE 
NUMBER 
SAMPLE 
WEIGHT, g SAMPLE TYPE 
LOCATION 
& COMMENTS 
LUNAR-SURFACE 
PHOTOGRAPHS 
GET 
DAY:HR:MIN 
CREW COMMENTS 
RELATING TO SAMPLES 
EVA 2 
Bag 167 
Cont. 
LM - ... the sample, I guess, the 
soil by the Rover. 
typical 
CC - And, Dave and Jim, we're after a large
volume here, so shovel it in. 
CDR - All right. Bag number 167. Beginning 
to shovel large volume. 
LMP - About all we cat put in there. 
CDR - Yes, that's a large volume. 
CDR - Okay; and 167 goes in your bag. 
------ --------------------------------- ------- ---------- ------------------------------------
Station 6a 
Large 
boulder 
06:01:04 
to 
06i01:12 
CDR - Okay; let's attack that boulder. You got 
your hammer? 
- - -
LMP - I'll walk down, Dave. Want me to carry 
some of those tools? 
CDR - Hold on, Jim. Wait a minute, ... don't 
9o yet. Let me drive the Rover down there. 
Pan 6At 
90-12179 
to 
90-12198 
CC - And, Dave, are you driving now? 
CDR - No, Joe. I'll give you a call, Joe. 
Stand by. 
LMP - Poantime, I'll be taking a pan from 
here, Dave. 
- - - Looks like it's going to be 
our high point. 
CDR - Okay, Jim, you can come on down now. 
LMP - Yes. I estimated 
slope? 
a what ­ 20-degred 
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CROSS-ftFEPENCE OF LUNAR SAMP)LES W17l1 LOCATIONJS, POTOGRAPHS, GROLND-ELAPSED TIDTS, 
AND T1lL AIR-TO-GROM'D TRANISCRIPT 
SAMPLE SAMPLE LOCATION LUNAR-SURFACE CGT CREW COIIENTS 
NUPMER WEIGHT, g SAPIPLL TYPE & COMMBNTS PI!OTOGPAPI!S DAY ;zIRW'I RELATING TO SAI'PLES 
EVA 2 
Station 6a CDR - I don't know. 
Cont. - - -
Closer to 15, probably. 
LHP - Don't - Here. ... The Rover lookslike - Although, see the back wheel's 
off the ground. 
Bag 168 Breccia, 
light green 
Station 6A 
3m rock 
XSB 
XSB 
86-11658 
86-11659 
06:01:13 
to 
LIT - Are you really - let me hold that Rover 
and you come up and look at this, Docause 
15405* 513.1 XSA 86-11660 06:01:19 this rock has got green in it, a light 
XSA 86-11661 green - -
DS 
DS 
90-12199 
90-12200 
- - -
The first green rock I've seen - li<2 ht green. 
CDR - It's a big breccia ­ that's all it is. 
I - I don't see anything, Jim. 
LPP - About halfway up, maybe you have to 
look down-Sun to see it. It looks 
like a light green layer, not 
necessarily a thick layer. Light green. 
CDR - You mean on the surface? 
LFT - Yes, on the surface. 
CDR - Hey, you're right. 
It seems to be a - surface material or 
else it's a very frangible clast inthis big piece of breccia. Dig my 
tongs Into it. 
LMP - Sure it's green and not just white 
albedo again? 
CDR - No, it's green. 
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CROSS-REFERENCE OF LUNAR SANPLL6 WITH LOCATIONS, PIOTOGRAPHS , GROUND-ELAPSED TIIIES, 
AND TIHE AIR-TO-GROL=D TRA24SCRIPT 
SAMPLE 
NUMBER 
SAMPLE 
WEIGHT, 9 SAMPLE TYPE 
LOCATION 
£ COMMENTS 
LUNAR-SQRFACE 
PHOTOGRAPHS 
GET 
DAY:1iR:MIN 
CREW CO21LNTS 
RLLATING TO SAMPLES 
EVA 2 
Bag 168 
Cont. 
LI. - It looks green. And I - I noticed 
)ust downslope from the rock, you 
kicked up the surface and there's 
some more green there. 
This rock is - about 3 meters long. - - -
Subangilar - very tough-textured 
surface. And the surface that's facing 
northwest - is the dark, typical breccia. 
And it looks like - what appeared to me -
like there's a layer - there that might 
be a foot and a half, 2 feet thick, 
appears the - a light greenish color. 
Dave's sampling right now. 
And on the side to 
again the breccia. 
the southeast is 
Isn't that rigjht, Dave? 
CDR - Yes. And I got a little frag. Don't 
drop it. There. And I got some green, 
and I got a frag out of the breccia. It's 
fairly loose ­ breccia, as breccias go. 
Oh, and there's a great big white clast 
on the inside, but ­ man, like an inch 
or so. 
168, Joe. Got a little bit of green,
and I got a chunk about 3 inches of the 
rock itself. 
-- ------------------------------------------------------- - ----- --------------- ----------- -------------------------------­
-Station 6A ­
7 Traverse 
06:01:23 
to 
06:01:27 
CDR - Okay. Okay, Joe. We're moving now. 
- - -
... Okay; Let's see, do we want to 
hit the upper rim or the lower rim of Spur? 
LP- You see that 
northern rim. 
large block on the - - the 
CDR - Yes, I think we should work 
northern rim, right? 
down to the 
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CROSS-REFERENCE OF LUNAR SAMPLES WIT11 LOCATIONS, PHOTOCRAPIIS, GROUlD-LLAPSI:U TIMES, 
AND THE AIR-TO-GROtj:D TRAfNSCRIPT 
SAMPLE SAMPLE LOCATION LUNAR-SURFACE GET CREW COMMENTS 
NUMBER WEIGHT, g SAMPLE TYPL & CO1MENTS PHOTOGRAPHS DAY:IIR:MIN RELATING TO SAMPLES 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
EVA 2 
Station 6A-
7 Traverse 
Cont. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Station 7 
Spur crater 
06;01:30 
to 
0 :01:33 
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LMP - Yes, if we're going to sample any blocks the 
on the rim, that'd be the place to do it. 
CDR - Okay. telre in good shape, Joe. 1hat
 
one wall there has quite a bit of debris,
 
doesn't it?
 
14 - Yes, and it looks like it's - again has a
 
linear pattern running north and south.
 
CDR - Almost does.
 
LMP - We're talking about the debris that's exposeC 
on the north wall of Spur. And the slope 
here is - oh, 8 to 10 degrees. 
CDR - We're at Spur crater, Joe.
 
LMP - We picked up some more green material 
here, Dave. 
CDR - Sure it isn't that light gray albedo stuff?
 
LMP - No, it looks green. 
I see white; I see a light creen; 
and I see a brown. 
CDR - Okay, Jimmy. Let's go to work.
 
L - Roger. You don't think there's green 
here, huh? 
CDR - No, Jim, I don't know. I think it's a
 
gray..... gray in the albedo. At least,
 
that would be, y guess.
 
LMP - Oh, it might be the DV visor that makes 
it look green. But, it's worth sampling. 
11otice that large rock on the northwest 
side, 3ust on the inner edge there. - - -
Clearly a breccia. Look at the clasts; 
you can see the clasts from here.
 
CDR - You sure can.
 
Lm - And, it looks like it's a different color 
rock. W;ell, it's a dark -
CDR - Okay, let's go sample the rim over here. 
CROSS-REFERENCE OF LUNAR SALES WJITIH LOCATIO;S, PHOTOGPAPIIS, CROUND-ELAPSED TIlES, 
AND TIIE AIR-TO-GROUND TRANSCRIPT 
SAI4PLE SAMPLE LOCATIO1w LUNAR-SURFACL GUT CREW COZ'YENTS 
NUMBER WEIGHT, g SAMPLE TYPE & COPJ EtTS PIOTOGRPHl'S DAY :IiR:'Il RLATING TO SAMPLES 
EVA 2 
Pan; 90-12201 
th rough 
9%-12222 
Bag 194 Breccia, btation 7 XJB 86-11662 06:01:34 CDR - Okay, Jnim. There's a sood pile ox rocks 
dark gray Spur crater XSB 86-11663 to right here. 
North Rim XSA 86-11664 06:01:37 
15410 56.2 Reserve XSA 86-11665 LMP - liey, look at that light dolored rock 
fines DS 90-12223 with - ­ it almost looks like a white 
15411 103.3 <1 mm Loa 90-12224 vein on top of the other rock. 
15412 7.1 1-2 mm 
15413 6.7 2-3 mm CDR - Yes, look at that. How about that, .e'll 
15414 4.0 4-10 cam get that one. 
15417 1.3 - - -
15418e 1140.7 Basalt Yes. It's a breccia. It's a dark ,ral 
15419 17.7 Class rock that looks like a - actually it 
coated looks like a big pinnacle witi a srall 
fragment gray and white breccia on top of it. 
The pinnacle is about 6 inches across 
and 4 or 5 inches high. On top of it is 
about a 2- to 3-inch subangular frau 
with a light gray - or medium gray matrix, 
and about 20 percent white clast in it. 
Really unique. It stands out - it's 
amazing. Okay, Jirny. Let's gather some 
data. 
LMP - You've got a sample there, riht? 
CDR - Yes. 
Okay. Ohr there are sparklies and all 
kinds of breccia. ... soil. 
It's sort of caked on the top. Yes. 
Another black matrix, fine-grained 
with white clasts - millimeter size -
and there are some very fine grained 
little sparkles in there, though. 
LI' - Okay. I even see some vesicles in it. 
CC - Just standing by for the number, Dave. 
CDR- 194. 
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CROSS-REFERENCE OF LUNAR SAMPLES WITH LOCATIONS, PHOTOGRAPHS, GROUND-ELAPSED TIMES, 
AND THE AZR-TO-CROUND TRANSCRIPT 
SAMPLE SAMPLE LOCATION LUNAR-SURFACE GET CRW COMMENTS 
NUMBER WEIGHT, g SAMPLE TYPE £ CO=ENTS PHOTOGRAPHS DAYiHR:MIN RELATING TO SAPPLES 
EVA 2 
Bag 194 CDR - Yes. Let me get the other one that is 
Cont. sitting right next to it. Look how the 
upper layer of the soil here is caked. 
- - NVo, better yet, why don't you gather 
some soil? - - Yes. Let's get soil in 
this bag. 
IU - Okay. 
CDR - Right there by the rock.
 
LMP - Yes.
 
CDR - Leave the rock whole.
 
LMP - Yes.
 
CDR - Is that a glass one, sitting right below
 
it? 
LMP - It sure looks like it. It was under it,

wasn't it? 
CDR - Yes. Yes. Let me take a picture. Just 
a minute, let me take a picture, and why
don't you pick up that little piece of
glass and put it in the bag, too. 
CDR - That must have been under the rock.
 
LMP - Yes.
 
CDR - Okay, I got the picture.
 
LMP - Yes.
 
CDR - Pick up that little rock.
 
LMP - Okay. (TV shows CDR closing sample 194,
 
into LMP SCB)
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CROS5-RFEREkCE OF LUNAR SARPLCS WITH LOCATIONS, PHIOTOGRAPIS, GROUND-ELAPSED TIMES, 
AND THE AIR-TO-GROlZD TPASCRIPT 
SAMPLE SAMPLE LOCATION LfL7AR-SURFACE GET CREW COrPMENTS 
NUMBER WEIGHT, g SAMPLE TYPL & COMMENTS PHOTOGRAPHS DAY:flR:t'I, RELATING TO SAMPLES 
EVA 2 
Bag 195 Soil and 
rocks 
Station 7 
Spur crater 
XSB 86-11666 
XSB 86-11667 
06:01:37 
to 
CDR ­ ... I think the next order of business 
is that neat one there. 
15425* 124.3 Green breccia, 
Nort)h Rim XSA 86-11660 
XSA 86-11669 
06:01:41 
LMP - Okay, well, there are two ­ just to the 
15426* 223.6 
friable 
Green brecciA, 
friable 
DS 
DS 
90-12225 
- LoC 
90-12226 
west of you, Dave, .is some of tnat ­
what we've been calling green material 
- clearly visible? See what I mean? 
CDR ­ okay. I'd call it light gray but, we'll 
check it when we get home. 
III - Well, it's definitely different from the 
next rock, or the one we just picked up. 
CDR - Okay. Sure is. 
think we ought 
That's awful 
to sample here 
big, but 
anyway, 
I 
all those little frags. 
I've got to admit it really looks green 
to me, too, Jim, but I can't believe 
it's green. 
CDR - Oh, my, it Is green. 
Man, that looks almost ­ now it's gray 
The visor makes it green, Jim. 
I"4 - It's green. 
CDR - A different shade of gray. 
LMP - Yes, I know. I put my visor up, too. 
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CROSS-REFERENCE Or LUNAR SANWLES WITH LOCATIONS, PHOTOGRAPUS, GROUND-ELAPSLD TIMES, 
AND THE AIR-TO-GROUN1D TRANSCRIPT 
SAMPLE SAMPLE LOCATION LUNAR-SURFACE GET CRJW COM4ENTS 
NUMBER WEIGQT, g SAMPLE TYPE £ COMENTS PiOTOGRAPHS DAYELLMIN RELATING TO SAMPLES 
EVA 2 
Bag 195 CDR - But it's a very lidht grain, very fihe
 
Cont. grain, sure looks like a basalt with
 
some very - less than millimetir-sine 
vesicles in it, maybe 5 percent or so. 
It's a dubangdlar rock. It's friable -

I can.- maybe its not a basalt. It's 
friable - I can scrape it off with my 
glove and I put some streaks in it, in 
case anybody wonders what that is when
 
we get back. But, it's definitely
 
different from anything we've seen before.
 
195 - let me get another one here. 
with the visor on, Joe, I was about ready 
to call it a dunite, but I opened up my 
visor, and I was wrong. I didn't get to 
call it what I waiiitd to. Here's another
 
one of the same stff, Ji m . 
iMP - Okay, why don't - why don't you get a 
saile - let me take a picture, and you
 
get a sample of the soil, okay. Why
 
don't you just scoop in between them. 
CR- Yes. Ithink this is a bi frag here, 
but, it boke - - when" it hit. All 
these Pieces are iuoghly the same. 
i- Yes. Not much soil here, really. 
CDR - No, it really isn't. 
cc - Dave and Jim, is it your imkression that 
you are sampliig on the ejecta blahket 
of Sbir crater, now? 
cbh - Yes, sir; probably from the deepest part, 
because we're right on the r',r. 
LP - Okay, 195. 
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CROSS-REFERLNCE OF LUIAR SAYPLES WITH LOCATIONzS, PIIOTOGRAPHS, GROUND-ELAPSLD TIMS, 
AND Til AZR-TO-GROUUD TRAVSCRIPT 
SAMPLE SAUPLE LOCATIOI LUNAR-SURFACE GET CREW COM'ELTS 
NUBER dEIGHiT, g SA14PLL TYPL & COZ!PLlTS PHOTOGRAPHS DAYzjIRtFIN RELATING TO SAIPLES 
EVA 2 
Bag 196 Station 7 XSB 86-11670 06:01:41 CDR - Okay. l1ow let's go down and get that 
15415* 269.4 Anorthosite Spur crater XSf1 86-11671 to unusual one. - get that unusual - one. 
North rim XSA 86-11672 06;01:44 There's a dense - and there's another 
Very near 
sample 195 
DS 
DS 
90-12227 
- Lo 
unusual one; look at the little crater 
here, and the one that's facing us. 
"Genesis" 90-12228 There is a little white corner to the 
thing. 
- - Okay, there's a big boulder over there 
down-Sun of us, that I'm sure you can see -
there is a boulder down in front of us I'm 
sure you can see, Joe, which is gray. 
And it has some very outstanding cray 
clasts and white clasts, and oh, boy ­
it's a beauti We're going to get ahold 
of that one in a minute. 
LbP - Okay, I have my pictures, Dave. 
CDR - Okay, let's see. What do you think the 
best way to sample it would be? 
LMP - I think probably - could we break off a 
piece of the clod underneath it? Or ­
or I guess you could probably 
top fragment right off. 
lift that 
CDR - Yes. Let's ­ let me try. Yes. Sure can. 
And it's a - a white clast, and it's 
about - oh, boyi 
LP - Look at the ­ glint. 
Almost see twinning in there. 
CDR - Guess what we just found. 
we just found. 
Guess what 
U4! - I think we found what we came for. 
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CISS-nEFERENCE OF LUNAR SAMPLES WITH LOCATIONS, PIIOTOGRAPIIS, GROUND-ELAPSED TIMES, 
AND TIE AIR-TO-GROUN4D TRANSCRIPT 
SAMPLE 
NUMBER 
SAMPLE 
WEIGHT, g SAMPLE TYPE 
LOCATION 
& COMMENTS 
LUNAR-SURFACE 
PHIOTOGRAPHS 
GET 
DAY IiR:MIIN 
CREW COMMENTS 
RELATING TO SAMPLES 
EVA 2 
---- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Bag 196 
15415 
Cont. 
CDR - Crystalline rock, huh? Yes, sir. 
better believe it. 
- - -
Look at the plag in there. 
You 
CDR - Almost all plag. ... As a matter of fact -
Oh, boy t Ithink we might - ourselves 
something close to anorthosite, because 
its crystalline, and there's just a bunch -
it's just almost all plag. What a beaut. 
LHM - That is really a beauty. And, I - there is 
- there's another one down there. 
CDR - Yes. We'll get some of these. 
Ah, ah. Beautiful. Hey, let me get some 
of that clod there. No, let's don't mix 
them - let's make this a special one. I'll 
zip it up. 
Make this bag 196, 
Our first one. 
a special bag. 
----------------------- W--------------- W--------------- -M------
Bag 170 Station 7 
Spur crater 
XS9 86-11670 
XSB 86-11671 
XSB 86-11672 
XSB 86-11673 
XSA 86-11674 
DSB 90-12227 
DS - Loc 
90-1222B 
06:01:44 
to 
06:01:46 
CDR ­ ... Oh, boy. Okay, let's get some of the 
other - maybe - let me take a picture first 
in here. I got it. No sweat. Now, we got 
to think of how to get that other piece 
there. Maybe if you could put your scoop in 
it, and break off a chip - do you think? 
LMP - I think I can)ust'- I think it's just a 
clod. Don't you? 
CDR - I don't know. Try it. Put your scoop 
there in the middle and break off a chip. 
L.MP - Yes. 
CDR - It's not a clod, is it? 
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CRDSS-REFERENCE OF LUNAR SAMPLES WITH LOCATIONS, PHOTOGRAPHS, 
AND THE AIR-TO-G0UND TRANSCRIPT 
SAMPLE SAMPLE LOCATION LUNAR-SURFACE GUT 
NUMER WEIGHT, g SAMPLE TYPE 9 COMMENTS PHOTOGRAPHS DAY:HR:MIN 
EVA 2 
Bag 170 Clod Station 7 CDR-
Cont. 
LMP -
CDR -
CDR -
CC -
GROUND-ELAPSED TIMES, 
CREW COMMENTS
 
RELATING TO SAMPLES
 
Yes. It is a clod.
 
Want to take this piece here?
 
Yes. Let me get you a bag. Wait. Let
 
me take a picture first, so you know
 
which one we got. Okay. Go ahead.
 
Number 170.
 
Boy, that's a beautiful rock - ­
- - Are you working on the outside of the 
crater or are you - - over the lip right now? 
CDR - Oh, just a tad over the lip on a little 
bench, but it's -
LMP - Dave, could you hold that one? 
CDR - Yes. 
LMP - I don't know whether it'll fit in the 
ba4 or not. Got it? 
CDR - No. It dropped. See if you can pick it 
up again. I think it'll fit in the bag, 
Joe - Jim. 
LMP- A little frangible. 
CDR - Yes. It really is. I think 
with the tongs. Here. 
I can get it 
There's a contact sort of ­ on there. We 
ought to try and get the contact if we can. 
Okay, babe. Open the bag. 
LMP - Okay, I got. 
CDR - That a boy. Good show. Post-pick-up picture. 
Okay; roll that beauty up. Let's go get 
some more of that. 
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CROSS-REFERENCE OF LUNAR SAMPLES WITH LOCATIONS, PHOTOGRAPIS, GROUND-ELAPSLD TItlES, 
AND TIlE Afl-T-GROUND TRANSCRIPT 
SAMPLE 
NUMBER 
SAMPLE 
WEIGHT, s SAMPLE TYPE 
LOCATIOU 
& COMMENTS 
LUNAiR-SURFACE 
PHOTOGRAPHS 
GET 
DAYsIIR:MIN 
CREW COMMENTS 
RELATING TO SAMPLES 
EVA 2 
Bag 198 
15455,0' 885.4 
15455,1 14.1 
15455,2 10.3 
15455,3 4.5 
15455,4 5.8 
15455,5 2.7 
15455,6 1.7 
15455,7 1.6 
15455,8 1.7 
15455,9 1.4 
15455,10 2.5 
15455,11-27 6.6 
mixed rock 
Station 7 
(1 rock)
black and 
white rock 
XSB 86-11675 
XSB 86-11676 
XSA 66-11677 
DS - LOc 
90-12229 
06:01:48 
to 
06:01:50 
CDR - okay, I have - oh - look at this, Jim. 
LMP - Ia, what a contact! 
CDR - Look, what a contact! 
LMP - Yes, man! 
CDR - I've got - man, oh man. I got about a 
4 incher, .oe. It's subrounded, and on 
one half of it, we have a very dark, black, 
fine-grained basalt with some - it looks 
like some very thin laths in it of plat -
nothing else. And, in one region, there is 
some millimeter-type vesicles alons a 
linear pattern very close to the contact. 
And, the other side of the contact, we 
have a pure, solid-white, fire-grained 
frag, which looks not unlike the white 
clasts in the 14 rock. But it's a beautiful 
cohtact in here. And, we'll call this one 
bag number - -
LMP - 198. 
CDR ­ ... Okay. 
pocket? 
You want to put that bag in my 
LMP - Yes, I will as soon as I zip it. 
Bag 199 
15465' 
15466* 
15467 
15468 
15469 
374.8 
119.2 
1.1 
1.3 
1.2 
glass coated 
rock 
glass coated 
breccia 
glass 
glass 
glass 
Station 7 
Spur crater 
XS1 86-11678 
XS 86-11679 
XS (during) 
86-11680 
XSA 86-11681 
DS - Lac 
90-12230 
06:01;:9 
to 
06:01:52 
CDR - Okay, We'll ease over to that big rock. 
Looking on the way for anything else unusual. 
It's anothetrlod that evidently hit. Let's 
sample it just to get the - distribution 
around the circumference of the rim here. 
LMP - I was going to - I was wondering why 
you wanted to use the scoop. 
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CROSS-REFERENCE OF LUNAR SAZIPLES WITH LOCATIONS, PHOTOGRAPHS, GROLUD-ELAPSLD TIMES, 
AND THE AIR-TO-GROLUD TRMISCRIPT 
SAMPLE SAMPLE LOCATION LUNAR-SURFACE GET CREW COMMENTS 
NUMBER WEIGHT, g SMPLE TYPE I COMMENTS PHOTOGRAPUS DAY:1IR:MIN RELATING TO SAhILES 
EVA 2 
Bag 199 
Cont. 
CDR ­ Don't think we can get a scoop on this 
one. I think it's golng to - Oh, look 
at this one. 
Don't move out of that - your shadow. No. 
I got a 
basalt? 
big - is that glass, or is that 
Look at that frag there. Let me 
take a picture from where - it came from 
under that rock. 
LMP - Think so? 
CDR - Yes. It looks like a big piece of glass. 
It's got some bubbles in it. Oh, look at 
that. Isn't that pretty? 
LMP - That's a glass-coated breccia. 
CDR ­ It's shiny. 199. 
Let me get same more of this, Jim. 
There's another piece of the frag that 
it went with. 
Bag 171 Station 7 86-11682 06:01:55 CDR - I'll get the gnomon. And whale you're 
15544s 287.2 basalt 
Spur crater 
Large block 
through
86-11689 
to 
06:01:59 
putting the rake on I'll photograph 
thing, (large block) anyway. 
this 
of breccia XSB 86-11690 
inside the 
1N4 rim of 
XSB 86-11691 
XSA 86-11692 
LMP - Okay. 
Spur crater XSA 86-11693 CDR - I think it looks very much like the 14 rocks. 
XSA 86-11694 - ­ -
Though, it looks maybe a little darker gray. 
There's a convenient piece broken off, 
right here. 
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CROSS-REFERENCE OF LUNAR SAMPLES WITI1 LOCATIONS, PHOTOGRAPHS, GROtND-ELAPSED TIMES, 
AND THiE AIR-TO-GROUND TRASCRIPT 
SAMPLE SAMPLE LOCATION LUNAR-SURFACE GET CREW COMMENTS 
NUMBER WEIGHT, g SAMPLE TYPE & COMMENTS PHOTOGRAPHS DAY:&IR:MIN RELATING TO SAMPLES 
EVA 2 
Bag 171 
Cont. 
CDR - All right, Joe. And, mark bag 171 for a -
frag off of that big boulder. I'm pretty 
sure it was exposed right on the surface, 
fairly clean - right next to the boulder 
and looked like the same material. 
---------- ----------------------- - - ------ - - - -----------------------------------------------
Bag 172 Rake sample 
fragments 
Station 7 
Spur crater 
DSB 90-12231 
DS - Loc 
06:01:59 
to 
LMP - And, Joe, this looks like a pretty good 
place to rake. I've raked one swath here 
from 
Comprehensive 
sample 
90-12232 
XSA 90-12233 
XSA 90-12234 
06:02:04 about 2 feet long and I've collected 
oh, about 15 rocks. 
- - -
-
CDR - Oh, yes. You did get a bunch. 172. 
LMP - Okay. Got a little more swath, 
CDR - Yes. It's about I meter long and one. rake­
width wide. 
CDR - Glass on some. Most of then are rounded; 
right size. 
Okay, do another one. 
... Oh, goodi That's three swaths 1 meter 
long apiece.
Damn bag isn't full yet. Letts shoot for 
a full bag. What do you say? Take it 
just a second to go one more sweep there. 
Good, good, good. Shake anymore in the 
Yes. That's too bad; we didn't get many 
out of that one. Why don't you take one 
over - Let me move the gnomon about 3 
inches here, and take one on this side, 
Jim. Okay? Move the gnomon back about a 
foot. Why don't you take a swath here and, 
I'll - -
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CROSS-REFERhNCE OF LUNAR SAMPLES WITH LOCATIONS, PIOTOGRAPHIS, GROUhD-LLAPSED TIMLS, 
AND TIE AIR-TO-GROUND TRANSCRIPT 
SAMPLE SAMPLE LOCATION LUNAR-SURFACE GET CREW COMMENTS 
NUMBER WEIGHT, g SAMPLE TYPE & COMMENTS PHOTOGRAPHS DAY:IIR:MII RELATING TO SAMPLES 
EVA 2 
Bag 172 	 LMP - Yes, you know, because we're moving farther
 
Cont. 	
- a little farther froc., the rim - -
You get less and less each swath.
 
CDH - We got a whole bagful of those in tie comp. 
And that's in 172. 
----------------- ------------------------------------- -- --- -- - ----------- --------- -----------------	 T---
Bag 173 	 Soil from Station 7, DSB 90-12231 06:02:04 CC - ... I guess all we need is a scil sam.ple 
comprehensive Spur crater DS -LOC to from this area and perhaps even larger
sample 90-12232 06:02:07 rocks, if there's some grapefruit to 
I fragment XSA 90-12233 football-size rocks there. 
15300 390.7 	 Reserve XSA 90-12234
 
fines CDR - Yes. Yes, we'll just finish off Jim's
 
15301 810.2 <1 mm collection bag here. I want to stow it 
15302 23.2 1-2 mm anyway. Oh, look at that glass spherel 
15303 12.7 2-4 mm - spherule down there. See that oi(, one. 
15304 7.3 4-10 mm I got to - Listen -­
15305 2.7 sreen soil 
' 
concentrate LrP - Oh, yes. I see it.
 
153060 134.2 breccia
 
15307 1.3 glass
 
sphere CDP - Why don't you back off and document tne 
15308 1.7 breccia area. Let me get my tongs and .xck that up. 
Perfectly round, anout - -
LMP - Keep an eye on 	the spnerule. 
CDR - ?y toes are right on it. crot the tcns. 
:ly little paw. So I'll got you a bag; 
let you take a picture of that. I'll 
get a bag; then you can get the soil. 
LMP - .here you going to put that little spnerule? 
CDR - 'In the bag. 
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CROSS-REE RLNCL OF LL:ZAR SAYPLLS WITH LOCATIONS, I 1;OTOGR)PIIS, CPOG!'D-LLAPSE.D TIMLS, 
PID THi AIR-TO-CROU:.D T'A::SCPIPT 
SAtPLE SANVILL LOCATION LMAAn-SURFACI: CUT CIR; CO?'yn:TS 
NUMBER WEIGHT, g SAMPLE TYPE & COMMENTS PIOTOGRAPIIS DAY:IIP:?'IX IT-±LATING TO SA'PflS 
EVA 2 
Cnag 173Co nt. UT - Not with the soil, though, 
Are you? 
CDR - Yes. 
Came out of the soil. I just didn't 
want to miss it. We'll remember that. 
That goes in bag number 173, and, well, 
our friends in the back room are writn% 
that down right now. 
Little fat ball. 
Yes. Let's fill the bag. 
UT - Is that a full bag there? 
CDP - Yes, sir. That's a full bag. That's a 
full bag. 
Yes. Here, let me put this in your
backpack. Stand there; that's good. 
get it. 
I'll 
FSR "L" XSB 90-12235 06:02:07 CDR - Why don't you come over here and get your 
75459* 4828.3 breccia 
XSB 90-1223C to 
06,02:09 
scoop 
- - ­
and scoop me up one big rock? 
CDR ­ low - ahd get your camera on it, because 
I don't have it - any film. How about 
this one right here that looks like it 
has some layering in 'it? Mlaybe. 
bLP - Yes, that's tne one I was talkin about, 
CDR - Too big. Get another one. 
CDR- Get that one on the - on your side. 
Lla - Yes. ManM I got it. 
CDP - Good. Okay; fall that square. Okay, Jim. 
Let's get on the Rover and head back. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------­
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CROSS-RLFERENCE 0i" LUNAR SAPPLLS VIT LOCATIONS, PHOTOGRAPHS, GOND-LLAPSL TIPLS, 
ANfD T|IL AIR-'o-CROZD TRANSCRIPT 
SAMPLE SAMPLE LOCATION LU14AR-SUIZFACE GET CREW CO;mfI.TS 
NUMBER WEIGWT, g SAMPLE TYPL & C0ZULLNTS PHOTOGRAPIIS DAY;,R:NIN PLLATING TO SARPLES 
. .. .... . ... . ... .--. --... --. --. - - --- ---. -- ---. ----. - .. . .... . .
--- - ---.... .... .. ... .. ... ... .. . ......... .... .. .... .. .. .. .. .. ..... ... . ..
 
EVA 2
 
Station 4 
[une crater Pan 06:02:28 CDR - This is a good spot right here. 
90-12237 to 
througn 06:02:29 LIT - Oh, look at those large blocks on that 
90-12248 west wall. 
CDR - Yes, manI Look at the large one risht 
here. Gee, let me get this off.
 
LIT - Okay; we've stopped, Joe.
 
Bag 203 Station 4 XSB 87-11759 06:02:30 
Dune crater XSB 87-11760 to LIT - For a 10-minute stop, Dave, I don't15470 82.2 Reserve DSB 87-11761 06:02:36 think the rake is - - very good. 
fines LOC 87-11763 - - ­
15471 153.0 <1 mm XSA 87-11762 There are a lot of large fragments nere, joe.
15472 6.2 1-2 nut XSA 87-11764 
- - ­
15473 4.5 2-4 m CDR - I think we can get a pretty good dCstrtoutior.
 
15474 4.7 4-10 m
 
15475* 298.2 basalt These two right here, Ji.
 
15476* 266.3 basalt
 
15477* 85.2 basalt LMP - Okay, you've got to take the pictures.

15478 23.4 rock 
CDR - Yes, I'll take all the pictures, if you'll 
get the -
Got a bag out? 
LIP - Yes. 
CDR - Yes, we need another one. 
LIT - I got her. 
CDR - Get a bag and you get some soil here. 
Watcn that big one. I want to yet tnat 
ode, too. 
Okay; g:ood. Why don't you zip tne bag. 
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CROSS-ItFFrRENCh OF LUNAR SAMPLES WITH LOCATIONS, PRfOTOCRAPHS, GROUND-ELAPSED TIUES, 
AND THE AIR-TO-CROUD TRAM:SCRlPT 
SAMPLE SAMPLE LOCATIO1N LUNAR-SURFACE GET CRLW CORMEl:TS 
NUMBER WEIGHIT, g SAMPLE TYPE & COMMENTS PHOTOGRAPHS DAY:HR:flIN RELATING TO SAMPLES 
EVA 2 
Bag 203 LPP - In your bag. 
Cont. 
CDR - I didn't notice. Oh, yes. 'Mustbe -
what number was that, you remember? 
LMP - No, I don't. 
CDR - Read the number on my bag. 
There's 204 in there now.been 203. It Must nave 
Bag 174 Station 4 
Dune crater 
XSB 87-11759 
XSB 87-11760 
06:02:30 
to 
CDR - Get a bag and you get some soil here (203). 
Watch that big one. I want to get that 
15495' 908.9 basalt XSB 87-11762 06:0236 one, too. 
DSB 87-11761 
USB - Leo 
okay: good. Why don't you zip the ba,. 
And let me get that other big rock, that -
87-11763 - ­ -
XSA 87-11764 Okay, hold this bag, and it's rnwuer 174. 
FSR *F" vesicular 
basalt 
Station 4 USB 87-11767 
Piece broken DSB - Leo 
06:02:37 
to 
LPP - The large gray one to your right with 
large vesicles in it. 
from the 87-11768 06102-40 
corner of XSA 97-11779 CDR - Yes, that big boulder. Yes, man. 
a basalt 
boulder Huge vesicles. Oh, look at the lasic­
15499' 2024.0 clase in there. Man, look at the laths, 
Jin it's beautiful. 161coo! Vesicles 
in this must be about 2 to 3 inches - -
in size. ;Lnd it's a big boulder. 
CDR - Yes, sir. 
LIT - Boy, that's a real beauty. 
CDR- Really is, isn't it? 
14 - Want to try and knock a piece off, here? 
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CROSS-zlEFLRZNCE OF LUNAR SAPITLES .1TH LOCATIONS, PIIOTOGRAPHS, GROUD-ELAPSED TIlTS, 
AND Tilt AIR-IO-GROUZD TRALNSCIUPT 
SAMPLE 
NUMBER 
SAMPLE 
WEIGHT, 9 SANPLL TYPL 
LOCATION 
& COMILNTS 
LLNAR-SURFACE 
PIHOTOGRAPIIS 
GET 
DAY:Ilf,:NIN 
CREW COWENTS 
RELATING TO SAMPLES 
EVA 2 
-------- l------------------- i-- l---- -------- Im - .I-- -- lI.--- -- Ii-- . .elI--- -- iIN.. iI.------- -- --- ..-- i -- i .l--- .-- .III-- -- .--- I -- -- --- -- -- -- -------
FSR *F" 
Cant. 
CDR - Yes. 
U- - Should come off pretty easy. 
CDR - Sure loks like it. Cet all thcec. 
CDR - Okay, if you'll hold my tong, 
Okay. Should .e able to cet it 
here in the middle. 
.here. 
rzc-t 
That one right there. 
LMP - Now put that large 
(This may refer to 
one 
FSR 
in my ,ack. 
"F Prime") 
CDR - Put that in my pack; will you, Jim? 
Okay; this is a large corner eta 
vesicular rock that's the big boulder 
sitting here. 
LVP - Just about all we're going 
to put in your bag. 
to u ale 
CDR ­ ... the big chip off the top that's 
got the vesicles in it is in my pack, 
solo. 
Bag 204 
15485 $ 
15486* 
15487 
102.2 
46.8 
2.7 
Rock 
Rock 
Rock 2 fras on 
ground on 
east side 
of boulder 
missing in 
after photos 
XSB 87-11765 
XS3 87-11766 
D$ 87-11767 
DS - Loa 
87-11768 
XSA 87-11769 
XSA 87-11770 
06:02:40 
to 
06:02$41 
CDR - Okay. Hey, maybe - let me got tUose two 
frags there from the center. Give Me - -
those tongs. 
CDR ­ 204 for the two frags in the center of 
the boulder. 
- - -
And that's not much for Dune, but I think 
its representative. 
- - -
I hope it's representative because it -, 
Okay. Put that in my bag, Jim? 
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CROSS-REFERENCE OF LUNAR SAMPLES WITH LOCATIONS, PHOTOCRAPHS, GROUND-ELAPSLD TIMES, 
AND THE AIR-TO-GROU1ND TRANSCRIPT 
SAMPLE SAMPLE LOCATION LUNAR-SURFACE GET CREW COM11ENTS 
NUMBER WEIGHT, g SAMPLE TYPL C CODMENTS PHOTOGRAPHS DAY :HR:RIN RELATING TO SAMPLES 
EVA 2 
FSR Station 4 XSU 87-11765 ?06:02239 
.F- Dune crater XSA 87-11769 
Prime" 
15498' 2339.8 Apparently
collected 
without 
comment 
Station 4 Additional 06:0237 
Dune crater photos of 
big boulder 
to 
06:02:41 
87-11171 
through 
87-11178 
Station 4 06:02:49 CDR- ... Okay, by the way, Joe, I guess 
to LM 
Travel 
to 
06:02:50 
we ought to 
saw at that 
tell you about what we 
last stop. We gathered 
Description 
of rocks 
a few quick samples that-were covered 
with dust, which we didn't look at very 
at Station 4 carefully, just so we could get ahold of 
them. Then the very large boulder, which 
was probably about 6 feet, sticking up out 
of the ground, with a very large 3- to 4­
inch vesicles, was a very fine-grained,
dark, black, basalt, with maybe - Gee, I'd 
say 15-percent plag in it, wouldn't you, Jim? 
LP - Yes, very fine lath. 
CDR - Yes, a very fine lath and on the top, it 
had some smaller millimeter-size vesicles, 
and adjacent to it was another - lighter 
gray vesicular basalt, which was uniform 
in vesicularity, in which we didn't have 
time to sample, but ­ the vesicles in that 
looked similar to that one rock that we 
got yesterday, Jim. 
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CROSS-REFERNCE OF LUNAR SAMPLES WITH LOCATIONS, PHOTOGRAPHS, GROUND-ELAPSED TIMES, 
AND TIlE AIR-TO-GROUND TRANSCRIPT 
SAMPLE SAMPLE LOCATION LUNAR-SURFACE GET CREW COMMENTS 
NUMBER WEIGHT, g SAMPLE TYPE & COMMENTS PHOTOGRAPHS DAY:HR;MIN RELATING TO SAMPLES 
EVA 2 
Station 4 CDR - The rounded one? Rememer that was in the 
to LM bag alone. Anyway, these vesicles were, gee 
Cont. I'd say 4 millimeters to - some of tier were 
a centimeter all the way through it. ;.nC
 
they seemed to - the two rocks seemed to
 
be in contact with each other. Unfor­
tunately, we didn't have time to sample
 
the second one, but we did get a fairly
 
good sample of 	the - corner of the first 
one (FSR "F") and the central part near one
 
of the vesicles (Bag 2047).
 
Station 8 Pans (2) 06:03:21
 
ALSEP site 87-11843 to
 
and through 06:04s32
 
Deep dtill 87-11858
 
core 	 92-12420
 
through
 
92-12438
 
FSR "H" Glass-coated 	 AISEP site: XSB 92-12410 06:03:53
 
15059' 1149.2 breccia 	 HFE drilling XSB 92-12411 to LMP - Oh, I picked up a pink rock and a black rock. 
and Station DSB 92-12412 06:03:56 And they're documented. I'm )ust restin, 
8 sampling up for station 8. 
LMP - I picked 	up that black glassy rock, Dave.
 
FSR "G" Basalt XSB 92-12415 06:03:56 LMP - And I picked up another pink one thlat
 
15058w 2672.5 DS 92-12413 looked like it had a lot of the plagloclase
 
D5B 92-12414 laths in it.
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CROSS-REFERENCE OF LUNAR SAMPES WIT! LOCATIONS, PIOTOGRAPHS, GROUND-ELAPSED TIiES, 
AJD THE AIR-TO-GROUND TRANiSCRIPT 
SAMPLE SAMPLE LOCATION LUNAR-SURFACE GET CREW COPIE NTS 
14UMBER WEIGHT, g SAM4PLE TYPE & COMMENTS PHOTOGRAPH!S DAY :HR;MIN RELATING TO SAMPLES 
EVA 2 
SESC 	 Trench ALSEP site. XSB 92-12417 06:04:01 LIP - Joe, do you only want it 12 inches deep? 
15013 	 Station 8 XSB 92-12418 to
 
sampling 	 DSB 92-12419 06:04:14 CC - What ever you think's reasonaule, Jim. 
XSA 92-12439 
XSA 92-12440 LIT - I'm down that far already. 
DSA 92-12441 - - -
DSA 92-12442 The wall that I'm - too bad the TV's 
DSLoc there, Joe. You can't see the jall. Too 
92-12443 	 bad; the wall is very smooth . - - - The 
Additional wall is fine, yet ver-y cohesive. 
photos from -
EVA 3: CC - Any sign of layering? 
DSA 88-11872 
DSA 88-11873 LIT - No Signs of layering. I do find somc 
XSA to 88-11874 small fragments - white fragront,;, slack 
south 88-11875 fragments. I just exposed a very jrall
:ZA to 88-11876 fragmont about 3 millimeters of a slack
 
north 88-11877 clast. But the wall that I've got here
 
is only - No signs of layering at all.
 
LT-	 When I get down under the 12-ir.cn layer, 
the surface is much harder to dig through. 
Looks like more of that black glass frag­
ments. Much more cohesive down auout -

Well, we ought to get a good sample at
 
the bottom of this.
 
Boy, it's easy to make a flat oottom 
because it's - so hard. I can see %h; 
Dave had a hard time digging through it ­
going 	,through it now.
 
Say, I think I've hit bedrock. I think
 
I've hit the bedrock!
 
I really do think I'm almost down to 
bedrock. It really is hard. 
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CROSS-i ERENCL OF LUIAR SAPPLES WIT.! LOCATIONS, PIIOTOGCAPIHS, GROIJD-ELAPSED TIMLS, 
AND THi AIR-TO-GROUN4D TRA:SCRIPT 
SAMPLE SAMPLE LOCATION LLRJAR-SURFACE GET CREW CO1V LITS 
NUMBER WEIGHT, g SAMPLE TYPL & COMME4ENTS PIHOTOGRAPHS DAL:l:R:MII, RELATINC TO SAMPLES 
EVA 2 
SESC CDR - It looks like it has a little color 
Cont. chan4e down there, too. 
LMP - Yea, maybe a slight. Seems to get a 
little darker, a lighter and a little darier. 
CDR - I have the photos. 
LMP - Walls are just about vertical on the trench, 
Joe. . 
CDR - Okay, we need an SESC. 
CC -
CDR -
LiHP -
CDR -
CC -
CDR -
Bag 252 ALSEP site: X,3 92-12417 06:04:15 LMP -
15030 75.3 Reserve Station 8 XS 92-12418 
fines 1ittom of DSB 92-12419 
15031 207.0 <1 mu trench XSA 92-12439 
15032 7.0 1-2 nn XSA 92-12440 
15033 6.6 2-4 mn LSA 92-12441 
15034 7.0 4-I0 nun DSA 92-12442 
DS - Lee 
92-12443 
Additional 
photos from 
EVA 3: 
DSA 88-11872 
DSA 88-11873 
XSA to 88-11874 
south 88-11875 
XSA to 68-11876 
north 88-11877 
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And while you're looking down in there,
 
how deep do you think it is now?
 
Oh, I'd say it's 14 - 16 inches dee1), Joe.
 
White clast in there. A little bit more;
 
keep coming. Good job.
 
Think we got enough.
 
Yes, sir. We got 75 percent full.
 
Dave, is the SESC stowed now?
 
Oh, itls in a seat pan right now; te'll
 
get to it later, Joe.
 
Okay, Joe. The soil samples from the
 
bottom of the trench is in 252.
 
CROSS-REFERENCE OF LUNAR SA1PLES WITH LOCATIONS, PHOTOGRAPIIS, GROUND-ELAPSED TIIES, 
AND THE AIR-TO-GROUND TRANSCRIPT 
SAMPLE SAMPLE 
NUMBER WEIGIT, g 
EVA 2 
Bag 253 
15040 113.4 
15041 269.6 
15042 5.1 
15043 2.8 
15044 1.5 
SAMPLE 
Reserve 

fines 

<1 mm 

1-2 am 

2-4 a= 

4-10 mm 

TYPE 
LOCATION 
S COMMENTS 
ALSEP 	site: 

Station 8 

Top of 

trench 

ALSEP site: 

Deep drill 

Core 

LUNAR-SURFACE GET CflW COMMENTS
 
PIIOTOGMPHS DAY:JlRpMI; RELATIG TO SAkiPLES
 
ZSB 92-12417 06:04:16 
XSB 92-12418 to LMP - Joe, i'm going to skip sampling the - side, 
DSB 92-12419 06:04:17 I'm just going to sample the top over here. 
XSA 92-12439 
ISA 92-12440 CC - Okay, Jim. Sounds good, if you don't see 
DSA 92-12441 layering. 
DSA 92-12442 - - -
DS - Lee LMP - Okay, Joel on the top of the trench, 253.
 
92-12443
 
Additional
 
photos from
 
EVA 3:
 
DSA 88-11872
 
DSA 88-11873
 
XSA to 88-11874
 
south 88-11875
 
XSA to 88-11876
 
north 88-11877
 
06:03:58 CC - Roger, get Jim started on the ditchini, 
experiment, if you would please, and then 
I've got another good one to lay on you
here. Don't quite know how to explain 
it. We'd like for you to try to get the 
deep core for us with the drill. 
06:04:29 - - -

CC 	- Dave, are you working on the last stem 
there? 
CDR -	Yes.
 
CC - You are one fast worker. Okay, Dave,
 
and take a breather, and I've got one
 
last instructioh for you here. Using
 
the drill, we want you to break it
 
loose and then let the drill and stem
 
sit there in the surface, and we'll
 
pull it out later.
 
CDR -	Okay. Let me finish it off.
 
CC -	And just leave the drill on the stem 
handle away from the Sun as long as the
 
loops pull free.
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CROSS-rEFRLNCL OF LUNAR SAMPLES WITH LOCATIONS, PHOTOGRAPHS, GROUND-ELAPSED TIZIES, 
AND TilE AIR-TO-GROUND TRANSCRIPT 
SAMPLE SAMPLE LOCATIO14 LUNAR-SURFACE GET CREW COUIENTS 
NU4BER WEIGIT, g SAMPLE TYPE £ COMMENTS PHOTOGRAPHS DAY:IIR:HIN RELATING TO SAMPLES 
EVA 2 
ALSEP site: 06:04:31 CDR - Cet pictures of the drill will you, 
Deep core Jim? Take notes. Hey, )ust south
 
Cont. of the drill, I really need a - I 
already did a pan here. Get your
 
trench and get a couple of pictures
 
of the drill to show its position.

/ 
LMP - Okay. 
Post EVA-2 06:06:38 LHP - Houston, this is Hladley. I have a
 
Sample weight report for you.
 
Weight
 
Report CC - Go ahead.
 
iKP - Roger. SRC was 40, bag 3 was 30, ba5 6
 
33 for a total of 103.
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CROSS-REFERENCE OF LUNAR SANPLLS WITd LOCATIONS, PHIOTOC IflIS, CROUND-ELAPSLD TIMS, 
AND TiL AIR-TO-GROUND TRANSCRIPT
 
SAMPLE SAMPLE LOCATIO. LU JAR-SURFACL 
NUMAER WEIlIT, g SAMPLE TYPE G CO;ENTS PIIOTOGRAPHIS 
EVA 3 
Deep core ALSEP site XS 88-11867 
netrieving XS 88-11868 
15001 bottom/core 
deep core XS 
XS 
88-11869 
88-11870 
15002 3 sections XS 88-11871 
15003 together 
15004 
15005 
210.6 
239.1 
Partial pan 
at drill 
15006 227.9 site: 
88-11878 
8811879 
88-11880 
8b-11881 
ALSEP slte 
Cont. 
GET 
DAY:HR:iIIh, 
CREW COZUILNTS 
RLLATIXG TO GAITLIS 
06:20:22 
to 
CDR - Okay, Joe. 
- - -
On the drill top end oes Alpha. 
06:20:36 On the bit goes Beta. 
- - -
Golly, there's some stuff in there. 
Coming. Okay, Joe. On the top section 
goes Charlie. 
- ­ -
Okay. Delta is the cap on top cf the next 
section. 
- - -
CDR r Okay. Thank you. Okay. Cal) number Lcho. 
... the next section. Okay. Now, olO 
buddy, if you think you can have sone luck 
taking that off - I'll tell ou shat, got 
to break it again. 
Foxtrot on the next section. 
CC - Dave and Jim, put that section on the 
ground, if you would, please. We'll 
pick it up on the way back. And 4e 
want you to continue on with the 
Grand Prix. 
CDR r All right. Good enough. DO that. 
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CROSS-REFERENCZ OF LUNAR SAMPLES WITH LOCATIONS, PHOTOGRAPHS, GROUND-ELAPSED TIMES, 
AND THE AIR-TO-GROU1D TRANSCRIPT 
SAMPLE SAMPLE LOCATION LUNJAR-SURFACIL GET CREW COrENTS 
NUMBER WEIGHT, g SAMPLE TYPE Z COI*!ENTS PHOTOGRAPIIS DAY:HR-MIN RtELATING TO SAMPLES 
EVA 3 
ALSEP /LM 06:22:44 - - -
Deep core to CDR - Boy, I tell you ­ my hands - done. 
activities 06:22:53 Well, Joe, I just decided it was time 
post EVA 3 to take that drill apart, and I took 
traverse it apart. 
So, now we have a three-stem section 
and three one-stem sections. 
Here's the cap - and - I know it is nere. 
Hotel is the upper part of the three­
stecmmed section. 
LM to 06:21:00 LMP - Okay; we're Heading, 087. ,tight now, 
Station 9 to we're Heading 2 - oh, about 250. Range, 
Traverse 
Approach 
06:21 02 1.5. 
ahead 
Boy, look at the fresh blocks 
of us. 
to scarp 
crater CC 
LMP 
- You must be very near Scarp crater. 
- I was going to say, that's probably 
Scarp crater. 
CDR - Good fresh one. 
LMP - It sure kicked up a lot of rocks. What 
are you going to do, go on the north 
side of it? 
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CROSS-REFERE:CE OF LUNAR SAMPLES WITH LOCATIONS, PHOTOGRAPHS, GROUND-ELAPSED TImtS,
 
AND TIE AIR-TO-GROTN4D TRANSCRIPT
 
SAMPLE SAMPLE LOCATION LUNAR-SURFACE GET CREW COIIII"NTS 
NUMBER WEIGiT, g SAMPLE TYPE £ COMMENTS PIIOTOGRAPHS DAY:HR:MIN RELATING TO SA14PLES 
EVA 3 
Ln to CDR - I want to take a look and see if that's 
Station 9 it. Yes. Boy, it's really fresn with 
Cont. a lot of debris. Nice ejecta olanket. 
Nice ejecta blanket. Good typical one. 
That's Scarp. And we're 08B for 1.6. 
I'd say this is probably Scarp crater, 
wouldn't you? 
Arrive at 
Station 9 
Pan at 
Station 9 
LMP - I would because we can definitely see 
the far side of the rifle now. 
Scarp crater 82,11066 - ­ -
through Probably see - oh, 10 to 15 percent of the 
82-11092 far side. 
Bag 273 Clod, caked Station 9 
Scarp crater 
XSB 82-11093 
X5B 82.T1094 
06:21$05 
to 
CDR - I'll get a pan from the rim of Scarp.
And the rim is very, very soft. ?ly boot 
15510+ Rim of Scarp 
crater in 
XSB 82-11098 
XfB 82-11099 
06:21010 sinks in a 
4 inches. 
good - if I push on it, a good 
And the whole center part of 
XSA 82-11100 the crater is just full of debris. Very 
angular, glass in the center. It's about 
- oh, - I guess, 40 meters across and 
maybe 5 or 6 meters - No, - not that much 
- 3 or 4 meters deep. And a slightly 
raised rim. And'ejecta blanket that goes 
out about one crater diameter, quite uniform 
I don't see any rays. There are slickensides 
on some of the fragments. And we'll get
the sample in a second here. 
There's a little bench in the bottom of 
scarp crater, halfway up - about a tenth 
the diameter of the crater. And it's 
only in - and it seems to be all the way 
around, somewhat iriegularly. 
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CROSS-REFERENCE OF LUNAR SAMPLES WITH LOCATIONS, PHOTOGRAPHS, GROUl;D-ELAPSED TIMES, 
AND THE AIR-TO-GROUND TRANSCRIPT 
SAMPLE SA4PLE LOCATION LUNAR-SURFACE GET CREW COMMENTSNUMBER WEIGHT, g SAMPLE TYPE S COMMENTS PIIOTOGRAPHS DAY;iiR:MIN RELATING TO SAPLES 
EVA 3 
Bag 273 
 CDR - Okay, I'm going to get a couple ofCont. 
 sanples from the rim 	here - on the 
surface. Oops, the first one I tried 
to pick up, just fell apart. ret a 
couple pieces of it. Won't be able to 
look at it for you, but I'll bring it
 
home. It's a clod - it's just a caked
 
clod. And it's in 273.
 
82-11101 	 CDR - ... Look at that, there's slickensilde on
through that one. Okay. Get some on the rim. 
82-11104 
Boulder with LMP -	 Boy, this is - well, you've probably
slickensides 	 commented - sure is a unique crater. 
$** unique - that we've seen so far. 
CDR - Yes, you're right.
 
LMP - Very soft on the rim. - - - Boy, you 
sink in about 6 inches. 
CDR - Look just like big pieces of mud, don't 
they? Okay, let's take a couple of steps 
out the rm here. I got one on the rim. 
Bag 255 	 Station 9 XSB 82-11105 06:21:10 CDR - Yes. Let's go down here - you know - a 
Scarp crater XSB 82-11106 to ways out in the ejecta, and see if we15500 24.8 	 Reserve XSA 82-11109 06t21:13 can get a couple more. }Here's a nice big

fines DSB 82-11107 one. It's too big for the bag. There's
15501 103.0 
 <1 inn Loc 82-11108 	 so much sparklies in it, Jim. Think we15502 4.4 	 1-2 mm 
 can get that in the bag? I'll try.

15503 3.8 	 2-4 mm 
15504 4.1 	 4-10 mm 
 LP - You know, this 	has the appearance of those15505# 1t47.J 	 rock 
 small ones that we sam2lcd, %.ith the
15506 22.9 	 rock 
 exception, there's no concentration,c
 
15507 3.9 	 rock glass in the very center, except ever;
15508 1.4 	 rock 
 fragment has glass on it.
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CROSS-]EERUNCI: uF LMIArz SAPL:S t:XTI LOCATlO: S, PIIOTOGRLPIIS, GROUZD-1lLAPSE" TI13.S, 
AND TIHE AIR-TO-GROU"D TRANSCRIPT 
SAMPLE SAHPLL LOCATION LUNAR-SURFACr OLT CRL4 COtr TS 
NUMBER WEIGHT, g SA tPLE TYPE t COP.ENTS PIIOTOGIRPHS DAY:IP:MI. RLLATIIIG TO SM!PLES 
EVA 3 / 
Bag 255 CDR - That's right. dell, not every ±tag-
Cont. ment, many of these clods don't have 
any at all. Nost of them don't have 
any glass. Get that one there. Get 
me a - oh, you got a bag, okay. Just
 
a second here.
 
. . . Bag number 255 is covered with
 
dirt, but it looks just like a big piece
 
of glass.
 
LMP - You want me to put some fines in with 
this, Dave? 
CC - Roger. Jim, throw in a little soil there, 
please.
 
CDR - 1erei let me have the bag. 
CDR - ... - Don't mess up where the rock was, 
but pick up that little glass call next 
to you, too. See that little glass ball
 
next to where you scooped up?
 
U - To the left of it, you mean? 
CDR - Yes.
 
LMP - That's an idea.
 
CDR - Yes. That's all. That's it. Now we're
 
about full. Bet you dropped it, Jim.
 
LMP - Yes. 
Station 9 to 0612l:17 LMP - Ready. Okay, wde're moving west.
 
Station 9A to - - -

Traverse 06:21:21 LMP - ... On the far side of the rille there,
 
Dave, I sure see layering - over at 1
 
,o'clock.
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CROSS-REFERENCL OF LUNAR SAMNPLLS WITH LOCATIONS, PHOTOGRAPHS, GROUND-ELAPSED TIMES, 
AND IIE AIR-TO-GROU1;D TRANSCRIPT 
SAMPLE 
NUMBER 
SAMPLE 
WEIGHT, g SAMPLE TYPE 
LOCATION 
& COMMENTS 
LUNAR-SURFACE 
PHOTOGRAPHS 
GET 
DAY:EIR;MIN 
CREW COMMENTS 
RELATING TO SAMPLES 
EVA 3 
Station 9 
to Station 9A 
Cont. 
LM- Good places all along here to sample ­
large blocks on this side of the rifle. 
Look down there at 12:30. It looks like 
the block's there, almost in position. 
CDR - Sure do. That's a big outcrop. 
LHY - Yes. 
Arrive at 
Station 9A 
Edge of 
the Rifle 
Terrace 
Pan at 9A: 
82-11110 
through 
82-11127 
CDR -
CDR -
And we are on the terrace. And there 
is a terrace. 
- ­ -
Certainly. We're off and stopped; and 
let me get on with this task here. 
------- ----------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------
Station 9A 
Hadley 
Lille 
Description 
of Hadley 
Rilie 
06:21:23 
to 
06:21:26 
CDR - I can see from up at the top of tJe 
rifle down, there's debris all the way. 
And, it looks like some outcrops directly 
at about 11 o'clock to the sun line. It 
looks like a layer. About 5 percent of 
the rifle wall, with a vertical face on 
it. And, within the vertical face, I can 
see other small lineations - horizontal 
about maybe 10 percent of that unit. 
And that unit outcrops along the rille. 
It's about 10 percent from the top, and 
It's somewhat irregular; but it looks to 
be a continuous layer. It may be portions 
of flows, but they're generally at about 
the 10-percent level. I can see another 
one at about 12 o'clock to the sun line, 
which is somewhat thinner, maybe 5 percent
of the total depth of the rille. However, 
it has a more well-defined interior ­
internal layering of about 10 percent 
of its thickness. I can see maybe 10 
very well-defined layers within that unit. 
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CROSS-REFERENCE OF LUNAR SAMPLES WITH! LOCATIONS, PHOTOGRAPHS, GROLND-LLAPSED TTMLS, 
AND THE AIR-TO-CROUND TRANSCRIPT 
SAMPLE SAMPLE LOCATION LUNAR-SURFACE GET CREW COMMECTS 
NUMBER WEIGHT, y SAMPLE TYPE & COMMENTS PH|OTOGRAPHS DAY IIR:IN RELATING TO SAMPLES 
EVA 3 
Station 9A CDR - As I go down the rifle, below this -
Cont. okay - below this upper layered - 10 
percent - there seems to be mostly 
debris in the order of large angular
fragments, maybe the largest being like 
5 percent of the total depth of the 
rifle. And then they gradually break 
on down to very small fragments and a 
talus slope. I see no significant 
collection of talus at any level. It 
seems to be fairly uniformly distributed 
in patches all the way down, to as far 
as I can see, to the bottom of the rille. 
In looking on to my - 12;30 to I o'clock 
- on up the rille - And, I guess 'e'll get 
a little closer, when we get down to 
sampling it down there. Why, it looks 
very much the same. Outcrops of this 
one unit, irregularly spaced, discontinuous, 
but along the general 10 percent of the 
top line; with the talus sliding down into 
the bottom of th rifle. 
I see no differences in color. However, 
the vertical section of the unit, which 
is exposed, looks to be somewhat lighter 
in gray. The blocks, which have fallen 
down into the talus, seem to have a more 
tan - or different tone of gray or color 
to them. Sort of like the fresh vertical 
section was more recently exposed. Let 
me - let you digest that for a minute, 
500 mm of and let me take a bunch of 500's. I'll 
Ri1le get you the vertical and the horizontal 
89-12015 
through
89-12096 
and - boy, there's lots of things to 
shoot at"over there. Jim, where'd you
take the pan? Right over here? 
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CROSS-RLEFRLNiCL OF LUNAR SAMPLES WITH LOCATIONS , PHOTOGRAPIS, GROUND-ELAPSLD TII"LS, 
AND THE AIR-TO-GROUND TRANSCRIPT 
SAMPLE SALE LOCATION LUNAR-SURFACE GET CREW COtNMEZNTS 
NUMBER WEIGHT, g SAMPLE TYPE £ COMMENlWITS PIIOTOGRAPIIS DAY:IIR:fIt RELATING TO SAMPLES 
. . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . .- - -- . . . . . . . . . . . . . --. . .. . . . . . .. .-- -- . . . . . . . . ----. - . ---------.. - - --. . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .- -_ 
LVA 3
 
Bag 274 XS 82-11129 06:21:27 L2 - Okay, Joe. I just sampled a fragment 
15528 4.7 breccia DS 82-11128 here with a great number of vesicles ­
15529k 1531.0 basalt vesicles about 2 millimeters in diameter.
 
It's in 274.
 
Description XS 92-11130 06:21:28 LM# - And down about - oh, 20 feet from where 
of angular XS 82-11131 Dave's taking a picture, there's a ­
basalt XS 82-11132 a block about 2 feet it's almost 
boulder (also in 9A rectangular. And, the top surface is 
pan) covered with large Vesicles. It almost
 
looks like a contact there between a
 
thin - that thin layer of vesicles and a
 
more - a rock that's a little ligiter
 
in color with fewer vesicles. In fact,
 
therele real - horizontal orientation
 
of the vesicles in this one. I'll take
 
a closeup on it.
 
Station 9A 06:21030 LMP - You are looking to the south along the
 
Hladley to ' rim, along the - this side of the rille.
 
Rille 06:21:32 Dave, could you coment on that
 
Terrace horizontal bedding that's probably - oh,
 
Geologic at least I kilometer south us? And
 
description higher elevation.
 
CDR - On the other side?
 
LMP - No, this side.
 
CDR - No, I didn't even look on this side,
 
to tell you the truth, Jim. Oh, I
 
can see a couple of outcrops on the
 
far side, which look like they might
 
be in place at about the 40-percent
 
level - of the rile. Very large
 
boulders with fractures in them,
 
rounded.
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CROSS-REFLRE.;CL OF LUNAR SAMPLLS WITH LOCATIONS, PIIOTOGRAPIIS, GROUND-ELAPSLD TIMZS, 
AND THE AIR-TO-GROND TM;SCRIPT 
SAMPLE 
NUMBER 
SAIPLE 
WEIGHT, g SAMPLE TYPE 
LOCATION 
& COMIENTS 
LUNAR-SURFACE 
PHOTOGRAPHS 
GET 
DAYtI l:MIN 
CRlEW COIiENTS 
RELATING TO SAMPLES 
EVA 3 
---------------------------------------------------------------
------
Statibt 9A 
Cont. 
CDR It's hard td tell whether they're 
ially in place, bdit they rtiay be in 
place covered by talUs. And they'ie
aboth 50 percentdown. Let's see if 
thete's any aohtinuity tb it; I 
can see some suggkitions of aotinulty
there Jim, look at that. Well it 
lbokg like the talus of fragmezits and 
fines is bovering inothet layer. Or a 
sdggestion of continuity of outcrops, 
which Aie rounded, at about the IO­
to 50'peident level down. 
I guasi thatili do it for here. To 
summarize here, I thihk we ge f6zm 
the top to the bottom, ohe distinct layer 
aboht 10 percent, which has the multilayers 
layers within it. And, ahbther -itabout 
40 percent; which looks like a solid unit 
of a somewhat tanner hard rock, but it's 
covered with fines and talus. And, wehavednt seen to the bottom; I think 
%6'll §et a chance to look further down 
o it. 
FSR "J" 
15556* 1538 
Vesicular 
basalt 
(1W) 
Station 9A 
Rile 
Terrace 
XSB 82-11135 
DSb 82-11133 
DSH 82-1113 
06:21:34 LM - Joe, I'm documenting another rock 
here that looks fairly - representative 
of what's - on the surfacd herez 
-------------------- ------ - - - - - - --------- - - - --------------- -
PSR "K" 
15557* 2518 
Basalt 
(MW) 
Station 9A XSB 82-11137 
DSD 82-11136 
06.21:36 LP - .;, I think we ought to ­ ... move 
downslope - - to the large block. 
CDR - Yes. Letts go down there and sample. 
LMP ­ why don't you head down, I'll be right 
behind you. I've got one more here 
I want to gather. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---­
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CROSS-REFERENCE OF LUNAR SAtPLES WITH LOCATIONS, PtIOTOGRAPIIS, GROLND-LLAPSLD TItLES, 
AND THL AIR-TO-ROUqD TRAISCRIPT 
SAMPLE SAMPLE 
NUMER WEIGHT, 9 
EVA 3 
Bag 275 
15530 138.0 
15531 136.9 
15532 6.3 
15533 5.4 
15534 6.0 
15535* '04.4 
15536* 317.2 
15537 1.4 
15538 2.6 
SAMPLE TYPE 
4 rock frags 
soil + chip
from boulder 

Reserve 

fines 

<1 n= 

1-2 mm 
2-4 mm 
4-10 mm 
basalt 

basalt 

rock 

rock 

LOCATION 
& COMLENTS 
Station 9A 

Rille 

Terrace 

Includes I 

fragment

chipped 

from basalt 

boulder, 

with 3 

others 

nearby (TV) 

LUNAR-SURFACE 
PHOTOGRAPHS 
GET 
DAY:HR:MUI 
XSB 82-11139 
XSB 82-11140 
XSA 82-11141 
DSB 82-11138 
06:21:36 
to 
06;21:43 
CRLW COM4LNTS 
RELATING TO SAIPLES 
CDR - Right. Let's - We'll just ease down to 
this outcrop here in front of us. Good 
solid firm ground here, Joe. Good footing. 
As you could probably see.
 
Anal' Here's some - oh well, we got to get 
some of that. Gosh, big angular blocks.
 
Vesicles. It looks like a basalt, and I 
see plag in it. To break a chip off from
 
one of those.
 
Okay. Let's sample this out - see these 
frags right on the surface here? 
LMP - Yes, they're all the same. 
Pick one and I'll take the pictures.
 
CDR - Okay. Right there. We'll do that one ricnt
 
tnere.
 
LMP - Get a fragment'off it, you mean? 
CDR - Yes. Oh, huh.
 
CDR - Watch. Keep your eye on it. Did you see
 
where that frag went?
 
LMP - ho, I didn't see that. 
CDR - Keep your eye on what I got here. There.
 
LMP - Okay.
 
CDR - Oh, oh, oh, oh, oh. Don't lose that one. 
LtT - I see it. 
CDR - Okay, I got the tongs. Get your bag out. 
Joe, this is a tan, fine-grained crystalline
 
rock. I've got to say that, because it's
 
got - up to 2-millimeter laths of plag in
 
it randomly oriented. And the matrix is a
 
sort of light gray to tan.
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CROSS-REIBERENCE Or LUNAR SAPLES WITH LOCATIOUS, PIIOTOGIUPIII, GROUID-LLAPSLD TIMIS, 
IMD TIE: AIR-TO-GRO2H, TRAI:ZCHIPT 
SAMPLE SMTLL LCATION LUlAR-SURFACL GLT CIWW COMgLI.TS 
IUhtMER WEIGHT, g SAMPLE TYPL & COYMENTS PHOTOGRAPIS DAY:.1R:!'?1 RLATICI TO SAMPLLS 
i2VA 3 
Bag 275 CDR - It's a very well- indurated rock. On Uhe 
Cont outside, I've got nice glass-filled tip, 
and some other pits in it. It's sure 
solid and - sure looks crystalline. It's 
a beauty. It came from this large bloc. 
over here at 275. 
LMP -You want to put some of tnose other frag­
ments that are - -
CDR - Why don't I just get some of the Other 
frags right there. 
L10 - Yes. 
CDR - Bring your bag> 
CDR - That's true bedrock. 
LP - Yes. 
CDR ­ It's just too massive not to be. 
that one's too much. Watch it! 
Okay, 
Here let 
me hold that frag. ret a scoop for the 
fines, and then put the other fra in 
the bag, too. Up - Yes. That one - right 
there - that a boy, Okay. Okay, now. 
CDR - Okay, Joe. That chip off the ola boulder 
there was 275. Why don't you get this 
one. And I'll get - Oh, man - seven 
bags. Let me get a bag off of you there. 
Bag 278 frags Station 9A XSB 82-11139 06:21:44 CDR - Little ones here. And 278. 
15545* 746.6 basalt 
Small frag- XSB 82-11140 
.ents picked XSA 82-11141 CC - Copy that. And Out of sheer curXosity, 
15546* 
15547 
27.8 
20.1 
basalt 
basalt 
up with 
tongs - same 
DSB 82-11138 how far back from what you would cal 
the edge of the rille are the two of 
15548 3.3 basalt loc. as you standing now? 
frags & 
soil in 275 CDR - All right. I don't know ­ well, from 
(in LMP's where the - about 50 meters from where 
bag) I guess we'd say we see real outcrop . 
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CROSS-REFERENCE OF LLNAR SAMPLLS WITUi LOCATIONS, PHOTOGRAPHS , GROUID-ELAPSLD TIMES, 
AND THE AIR-TO-GROUND TRMflSCRIPT 
SANP LE SAMPLE LOCATION LUNAR-SURFACE GET CREW COIINTS 
NUMBER WEIGIT, g SAMPLE TYPE & COMMENTS PHOTOGRAPHS DAY:1lR:NIU RELATING TO SANPLES 
EVA 3 
.... ----- - --­9-..... .---- ... ......---------- N---- ------ m----- l --- m m--- m-- m- mml---------- I------ --- -Ni -------- m------m -­ ____ -- mm - m-- --- -
Bag 281 Station 9A XS B2-11143 06:21:45 CDR - ... Let's go down and get a chunk of 
1559s* 237.6 rock 
4 fragments XS8 82-1114 
DSB 82-11142 
to 
06:21:50 
the bedrock here. 
155965 
15597* 
224.8 
145.7 
rock 
rock 
XSA 82-11145 
XSA 82-11146 
UT - Oh, you're getting the bedrock here, huh? 
155980 135.7 rock CDR - Yes. 
LMP - Okay. I thought you were going to press on 
to the north. 
CDR - Well, he said go get the bedrock, and I 
think we ought to try and get it if we 
can. Because this sure looks like a 
bedrock to me. X looked at the rile and 
down the rifle to the south, and it's 
just one great big massive layer of the 
same kind of fragmental debris on the 
order of meters. Quite well-rounded. 
LMP - Yes, but the thing that bothers 
is look to the north there. - -
me, Dave, 
- there's 
a flat area there, it looks like it :.ight 
be the top of the bedrock. 
And those blocks are ­ seem to be slightly 
different. 
CDR - Darker. ­ - -.A little darker. 
LMP - - - almost have columnar 3ointing. Look 
to the north there. 
CDR - Yes, I see what you are talking about. 
Come on down here and let's get a frag 
off of one of these boulders and then 
we$ll head on back to the Rover. 
That's a good one. 
Heys Joe# these rounded fragments down 
here are on the order of meters in size; 
expose some very large - oh, 2 - 3 
centimeter v6sieles - rather than the 
finer stuff that Jim saw back there before. 
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CROSS-REFERENCE OF LUNAR SAMPLES WITH LOCATIONS, PHOTOGRAPHS, GROUND-ELAPSED TIES, 
AND THE AIR-TO-GROND TRANJSCRIPT 
SA1MPLE SAMPLE LOCATION LUNAR-SURFACE GUT CREW COEMENTS 
NUMBER WEIGHT, g SAMPLE TYPE I COMMENTS PHOTOGRAPHIS DAY:HR:MIN RELATING TO SAMPLES 
EVA 3 
Bag 281 
Cont. 
CDR - And I believe, when I take a chip 
out of this, we're going to find it's the 
same kind of crystalline basalt. And 
they're all - well, they're subangular -
looks like they've been weathered. Fairly 
clean on the surface and all buried. And I 
can look down to the south, and it's )ust 
a whole mass of great big boulders along 
the terrace here. And there's another 
breakoff down into the rille. And I'm -
I guess, we're just about at the li). 
Beautiful stuff. Okay; I got them all 
located - in bag -
LMP - Okay; 281. 
CDR - Okay; this is a - looks like a darker, 
fine-grained, black, vesicular basalt,
with vesicles on the order of millimeters. 
Nonuniformly distributed. There are a 
mass of plagioclase about 3 millimeters 
long, and it may be a half a millimeter 
wide, randomly oriented throughout. And 
that's about the only other mineral I 
see. And that ­ did you get the number 
on that, Jim? 
L? - I gave it to them. 
CDR ­ There's one other frag down here that fell. 
About like that. Let me get a couple of 
rounded ones here, too, that are oust on 
the surface. I can't tell what that is, 
but we'll put it in anyway, as representative 
of surface material ­ at least the frag­
mental surface. Okay; why don't you zip 
that one? Here let me zip it, and you can 
take the after picture, Jim. 
LPI'- Okay; I have it. 
CDR - Okay. Told them that was 281. 
Boy, what a rock. 
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CROSS-REFERENCE OF LUNAR SAMPLES %ITH LOCATIONS, PHOTOGRAPIIS, 
AND THE AIR-TO-GROUND TRANSCRIPT 
GROLND-ELAPSED TIMES, 
SAMPLE 
NUMBER 
SAMPLE 
WEIGHT, 9 SAMPLE TYPE 
LOCATION 
& COMMENTS 
LUNAR-SURFACE 
PHOTOGRAPHS 
GET 
DAY:IlR:MXN 
CREW CO24ENTS 
RELATING TO SAMIPLES 
EVA 3 
No sample 
Station 9A 
?ovinS back 
uphill to 
the Rover 
Layered 
boulder 
Station 9A 
Hadley 
Rills 
Terrace 
Layered 
Boulder 
XS 82-11148 
XS 82-11149 
XS 82-41150 
06:21:51 CDR - Okay, let's head back to the Rover. 
- --
Ooohi Ooohi You can see a )oulcr 
exposed to the surface here, which has 
got layering within it. It's been 
weathered away, apparently, and just 
the surface top is exposed but the 
boulder must be - oh, about a meter long
with 2- to 3-inch layers in it. Would 
you get a picture of that where I stopped, 
Jim, just a quicky cross-Sun? See where 
that thing is exposed there? 
- - -
See those little layers. 
- - -
Here. As a matter of fact, I'll droo 
the gnomon; that'1l tell them what it 
was - Just to get a real quick pic-ture.
Oh, you're kicking up white albedo. 
LMP - Yes. I know it. 
CDR - That's the only place I've seen it. 
Get a little closer, huh? 
----- ------------------- -------------- - ------------ - -- ---------------------------------
Bag 282 
15610+ 
Rake sample 
fragments 
Station 9A 
Near Rover# 
down hill 
a few feet 
XSB 82-11151 
XSB 82-11152 
DS2 82-11153 
XSA 82-11154 
XSA 82-11155 
06:21:54 
to 
06:21t59 
LMP 
CDR 
LMP 
- Okay. Pick a spot. 
- Why don't we take a 
- Okay. 
I'll rake. 
few steps down, Jim? 
CDR - So we get where there's more frags down 
here, I think. 
LMP - Looks like they'll be large 
down there. 
- too large 
CDR - No. Right here. * a good spot. 
LMP - Okay. I need a bag. 
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CROSS-REFERENCE OF LUNAR SAMPLES WITH LOCATIONS, PUUTOGRAPHS, GROUND-DLAPSLD TIMES, 
AND THE AIR-TO-GROUND TRANSCRIPT 
SAMPLE SAMPLE LOCATION LUNAR-SURFACE GET CRW COMMENTS 
NUMBER WEIGHT, 9 SAMPLE TYPE & COMMENTS PIIOTOGRAPHS DAY:H[R:MII. RELATING TO SAMPLES 
EVA 3 
Bag 292 CDR -	 Yes, sir. Okay. 282. oup, oh. Gee, 
Cont. 	 I just walked right into your area.
 
Sorry. oh, you getting some. Looks
 
like some laths, vesicular basalt, non­
vesicular basalt. Do it again.
 
Li - Okay, I'll try to avoid that larger one there 
CDR - Yes. And I think I kicked up some more 
light-colored albedo. I think, if we have 
some time when you get through, we ought 
to make a quick trench, here, maybe. It
 
looks like maybe the upper couple of
 
inches might be - the dark gray and below
 
it the very light gray albedo. 
Okayj there's two swaths about a meter 
long and one rake-width wide.
 
He's getting about - oh, 8 to 10 in each 
one, and it seems like there's a fair 
variety in there. 
Yes. Hey, do it once - Let me move the
 
gnomon here. We'll - They can reconstruct
 
that. Take another swath over here so -
IMP - Do the ... so I can take two swaths, if
 
you want.
 
CDR - Yes. It looks like you're getting-a good ­
2 to 3 inches down, as you rake through 
there.
 
LMP - Must be hung up on a large one here. 
CDR - Yes, that's right. 
LHP - I'll rake another one. Take one more. 
We'll fill the bag. 
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CROSS-REFERENCE OF LUNAR SAMPLES WITH LOCATIONS, PHOTOGRAPHS, GROUND-ELAPSED TIMES, 
AND THE AIR-TO-GROZlTD TRANSCRIPT 
SAMPLE 
NUMBER 
SAMPLE 
WEIGHT, g SAMPLE TYPE 
LOCATION 
& COMMENTS 
LUNAR-SURFACE 
PHOTOGRAPHS 
GET 
DAYaIIR:MIN 
CREW COMMENTS 
RELATING TO SAMPLES 
EVA 3 
Bag 282 
Cont. 
CDR -
LMP -
Okay. Get one more load. 
There's a big rock in there, 
there you go. Okay. 
hub? Okay, 
CDR - Okay, maybe One more. 
whole bag full. 
Let's get a -
CDR - Good. Good, comprehensive sample. 
we need some soil.' I think that's 
probably the best one they'll see. 
N4ow 
CDR - And, Joe, you can remember on this 
particular sample that I moved the 
gnomon about 2 feet, so Jim could get 
a 1, 2, 3, , - I guess we got 1. 2, 
3, 4, 5 swaths there. --- about a meter 
each ... 
--------------------------------------- ----- -------------------- ----------- --------------
Bag 283 
15600+ 
comprehensive 
soil 
Station 9A 
Same 
location as 
rake sample 
XSS 82-11151 
XSB 82-11152 
DSB 82-11153 
XSA 82-11154 
XSA 82-11155 
06:21:59 
to 
06:22:00 
CDR- 283 for the soil. 
- - - --------------­ a- -- ------ --- -- -- -- -- ---------- ---­
-Double 
Core 
U-09 
L-14 
15011 
(Upper) 
15010 
(lower) 
Station 9A XSB 82-11156 
XSB 82-11157 
DSB 82-11158 
Loc.82-11159 
XS during 
82-11160 
82-11161 
82-11162 
XSA (hole) 
82-11163 
06:21:58 
to 
06:22:08 
CDR - Hey, Joe, how about a quick single 
core here. 
CC - Yes, sir, or maybe even a double core. 
Wie think you can'probably drive two of 
them. 
CDR - okay. I think we probably can, too. 
1 was just giving you a little bait there. 
But you know, I don't know, a double 
core - we may find ourselves driving 
into bedrock if we're not careful. 
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CROSS-REFERENCt Or LUNAR SAMIPLS WIT1 LOCATIONS, PIIOTOGRApIHS, GROUND-ELAPSED TIYES, 
AND THE AIR-TO-GROUND TRANSCRIPT 
SAMPLE SAMPLE LOCATION LUNAR-SURFACE GET CREW COMMENTS 
NUMBER WEIGHT, g SAMPLE TYPE £ COW1tNTS PIHOTOGRAPHS DAY:tiR:MIi RELATING TO SAMPLES 
EVA 3 
Double CDR ­ There's a nice crater here ­ on the 
Core edge. :laybe we hit the rim of that 
Cont. crater. 
Cut the rim of the crater, Jim. I bet 
we can do a good one right there. - - -
And, I see some white-colored albedo 
near the - -
CC - - - bad information I gave to you. I 
guess we'd prefer it away from the rfn.p 
CDR - Yes, sir. Okay. 
And there's light-colored albedo .. 
by the lower side of the - -
Okay, this - right here, Jim. This 
ought to do ­ -
LMP - Yes. Okay, I have a number - - ­ 09. 
You know, the - that light-colored 
albedo normally occurs on the lower -
lower rim or the downhill rim. 
CDR - Yes. Go ahead, Jim. Get the other 
core. You$re right. 
LW - Pushing - - ­ I'll push a little more. 
CDR - Yes. Got a half a tube - ooh. Good, 
nice. You got three-quarters? 
LM - Yes. It feels like it's - hunt u, on 
a rock. 
CDR - Okay. I tot t!,e picture. Co ahead and 
hammer. lock, huh? "o, it's going in. 
You're getting it. There's a full core. 
Have at it. You're getting a couple 
inches a stroke. Very nice. Okay.
There's one and a half. Good. Doing
good. 
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CROSS-REFERENCL OF LU14AR SAMPLES WITH LOCATIONS, PHOTOGRAPHS, GROUND-ELAPSED TIE'jSS, 
AND TIE AIR-TO-GROUND TRANSCRIPT 
SAMPLE SAMPLE LOCATION LUNAR-SURFACE GET CREW COMENITS 
NUIER WEIGHT, g SAM4PLE TYPE £ COMMENTS PHOTOGRAPHS DAYzIIR:VIN RELATING TO SAMPLES 
EVA 3 
Double 
Core CDR - Notice when you hit it, the whole ground 
Cont. around it raises up ­ for about an inch 
away from the core. You've got about 
three more smacks, and you ought t& have 
it all the way in. 
Hey, good. 
on that. I'll give you a double core 
LP - Nio wonder it was hard pounding. 
rock right in the bottom of the 
Got 
-
a 
CDR - Might clean it off so you get a good
seal on the cap, Jim. Get a good seal? 
LNP - r think we got a good seal. 
Okay, 4. And that was - Let's see, 4 
[L-141 was the lower and 60 
was the upper. 
[U-09] 
FSR "La 
15555* 9614 
Station 9A 
Probable 
XSB 82-11164 
(only photo) 
06:22:08 
to 
CC - Dave --- our 
undocumented 
next request is two 
6-inch blocks, and then 
outcrop on 06s22:10 we'll want you on the Rover driving north. 
Rille 
Terrace CDR - Okay, Joe. After a picture. We're all 
loaded up. 
IP - Two undocumented 6-inch blocks. 
CDR- You get one and I'll get one. 
it's a vesicular one. Hey here's a 
good vesicular one. 
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CROSS-REFERENCE OF LUNAR SADLES WITH LOCATIO1,S, PHOTOGRAPHS , GROUND-ELAPSED TIMES, 
AND THE AIR-TO-GROUND TRANSCRIPT 
SAMPLE SANP LE LOCATION LUNAR-SURFACL GET CREW COMMENTS 
NUMBER WEIGHT, g SAMPLE TYPE & COMMENTS PHOTOGRAPHS DAY:HR:l1IN RELATING TO SAnPLES 
EVA 3 
LUP may be 
referring 
back to the 
06:22:08 
to 
06:22;10 
- - -
CDR - You got one that's vesicular, or not? 
- - ­
vesicular LMP - Yes, I do. But ­ - I don't know if we want 
basalt to be too selective here if we're supposed 
(FSR -J-) to move on. 
that he 
documented CDR - Yes. Right. Okay. 
at 06t21:3-
Got a good one. ­ - - A little better than 
6 inches, but it was neat looking. 
Station 9A 06:22:15 CDR - How much farther we got to go? I got to 
to Station 
20 
to 
06:22:17 
plan where we're heading here. 
- ­ -
Traverse LMP - ­ - Oh. another click, Dave. Maybe up 
approaching
station 10 
by that large block at 12:00 o'clock. 
CDR - Gee, the one with the great big vbsx'cles 
in it. 
LFT - Oh, notice that fresh one that's just this 
side of it? It looks like a light color, 
almost a yellow - ray that extends to the 
west of it? 
CDR - Oooch, look at this. This is one of the 
Twins. 
111' - Yes. It probably is, yes. 
CDR - Man, we're right at it, and it's a 
fellow. 
deep 
LMP - Yes. There's a flat part over there to 
the left. 
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CROSS-REFERENCE OF LUNAR SA?!PLLS WITH LOCATIONS, P!IOTOGJRAIIS, GROUND-ELAPSED TIKE4S, 
AND THE AIR-TO-GROUND TRANSCRIPT 
SAMPLE SAMPLE LOCATION LWJAR-SURFACE GET CREW COM4ENTS 
NUMBER WEIGHT, g SAMPLE TYPE £ COMMENTS PHOTOGRAPHS DAY:.HR:MIN RELATING TO SAMPLES 
EVA 3 
------------- -- ---------------------------------- -----------------------------
Station 9A 
to Station 
CDR - Yes. Look 
there. 
at that great vesicular one 
10 Cont.... 
Let me get to this level spot over here. 
Okay, up on the rim of the Twin there would 
be a great place to take a pan. 
LF- Either tha-t or over on those rocks over at 
11 o'clock. 
Arrive CDR - Yes, maybe, maybe. ... to the rim of the 
Station 10 Twin there. 
CDR- Okay. We stopped, Joe. 
Station 10 
Stop for 
photographs 
Pan: 
82-11165 
through 
06i22:17 
to 
06:22:28 
CDR - ... The crater is very uniforn. It has 
debris on the order of - oh, a foot or so ­
almost throughout. No accumulation of talus 
only 82-11184 at the bottom, and it's got fines covering 
everything, nothing really sharply exposed.
And most of the fragments are subangular 
and it looks like nonvesicular, although I 
do see one high vesicular one right in the 
bottom. And It's about 60 meters across 
and maybe ­ oh, 10 meters deep, smooth 
sides, and a very slightly raised rim. 
And, as craters go around here, it's deep. 
LMP - Well, there's a large block there just to 
the north of that, Dave. It looks like it 
might have a contact in it ­ between a dark, 
very vesicular basalt and that light colored­
tan. 
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CROSS- FERE;CL Or' LUNAR SAPLES WITH LOCATIOIS, PIIOTOItAI'HS, CROUD-LLAPSLD TI1:LS, 
AND THL AIR-TO-GROIND TRAISCRIPT 
SAMPLE SAMPLE LOCATION LU1AR-SURFACL GET CREW COMMENTS 
NUMBER WEIMGT, g SAUPLE TYPL 6 COWIENTS PHOTOGRAPHS DAY ;AR:MIN ELLATING TO SAI:PLS 
EVA 3 
Station 10 
Cont. 
4 x 5' rock 
with 2-3" 
CU stereo 
XS 82-11185 
12P - I've got an angular fragment here ­ sub­
angular, about 4 feet by 5 feet, and the 
vesicles XS 82-11186 vesicles on ­ that are facing to tne 
DS 82-11187 southwest are very large vesxcles, about 
XS loc 3 inches, 2 to 3 inches in diameter, ... - -
82-11190 - - then there's a gradual - -
Oh, I'd love to bring it back. just take some closed;-s here. 
transition -
I guess I'll 
Low rock XS to south just to the north of this - te' larce one. 
witn fillet 
near 4 x 50 
rock above 
&2-11188 
XS to north 
82-11189 
I just mentioned, there're two otaer large 
fragments. And there's a fracture riyht 
between themf and they also have the large 
XS loc vesicle pattern. 
82-11190 
CC - Roger, Jim. Copy. 
LMP - I've already sampled this one. And the 
material that has the large vesicles has 
long laths of probably plagioclase. - - -
long latd's about - centimeter. 
------ --- ------------------
-------------------------------- ---------------
Station 10 82-11191 06:22:29 
to LM 
Traverse 
through 
82-11195 
to 
06:22:44 
enroute 
on LEV 
Comments 
and 
activities 
pertaining 
to the deep 
core are 
included 
following 
earlier 
comments 
at GET 
06.20:22 
throbgh 
06:20:36 
------------------------------ M ------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------­
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CROSS-REFERENCE OF LUNAR SAMPLES WITH LOCATIONS, PHOTOGRAPHS, GROUUD-ELAPSLD TrI:ES, 
AND Till AIR-TO-GROUND TRANSCRIPT 
SAMPLE SAMPLE LOCATION LUNAR-SURFACE GET CREW COMMENTS 
NUMBER WEIGHT, g SAMPLE TYPE & COMMENTS PHOTOGRAPHS DAY:llR:1INJ RELATING TO SAMPLES 
EVA 3 
--------------------- w----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
At the LM, Pan 300 feet 06;22:56 CC - ... We need a EMU status check from noth 
at end of East of LM to of you, and we're 5 minutes from bloseout. 
EVA 3 88-11895 06t23:09 All we need is a few grab samples. 
to 
88-11925 CC - Okay, troops, we're asking for the un­
documented samples to go into - - the 
BSLSS bage please. 
FSR OM" 06:22:57 CDR - We'll do that. Just grab a bunch, huh?
 
15558 1333.3 breccia 06:22:56 Hey, Joe, how about bag - oh, well, okay -

FSR "N* BSLSS bag.
 
15565' 735.2 breccia
 
through fragments L1I - - - Do you want to get that descent engine
 
15587$ ? single sample?
 
broken 
rock) Dave, we have everything in this bag that 
you're going to put in it, rigat? In 
this bag here? 
/I Lunar locations of these samples have not been 
identified. Station 9 and the Ul site are the CDR - Yes. But how about the rocks under the seat?
 
most probable sources if these samples were - - ­
collected during EVA 3. LMP - Yes. I've already put those in there.
 
That's why I wanted to get the right bag.
 
CDR - Okay, I'm working on the bag 2, right now,
 
Joe. Taking the caps out of it that we have
 
not used, we've got an SESC here that 
hasn't been used, and then I'm putting ­
the rocks and samples that are under my 
seat in bag 2. 
LMP - Did you document this large one, Dave? 
CDR - Sort of.
 
LMP - Okay, I'll try to get it in this bag, then. 
It'll be a heavy bag. I think I'll wait 
and put that in the - BSLSS bag. 
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CROSS-REFERENCE OF LUIAR SAMPLES WITH LOCATIONS, PIIOTOCPAPIIS, GROLND-ELAPSED TIM'ES, 
AND TE AIR-TO-GROU:.D TRANSCRIPT 
SAMPLE SA14PLE LOCATION LUIAR-SURFACE GET CPE COEN:TS 
NUEE WEIGHT, g SAWLE TYPE & COM4ENTS PHOTOGRAPHS DAY:I|R:II; RELATIIG TO SMJIPLES 
EVA 3 
SESC #2 Contaminated Collected iE XSIU 88-11884 06;23;04 CDR - Okay. Let's get the descent engine 
15014 665.1 sample of DPS XSI 88-11885 to sample, Jim. 
engine DSB 88-11886 06±23±06 -- -
bell, XSA B8-11887 L - Ill yet the SLSC. 
between +Y 
and -Z CDR - ­ - yes, and a scoop. 
struts 
CDR - Okay. 
Okay. 
Let me get the pictures. 
Need to fill that little jewel. 
Fill it! 
LHP - Don't spill it, I want to get te toi. part. 
CDR - I won't 
LUP - Get some more in there? 
CDR - Yes, scoop up the top layer there right 
next to the one you just scooped. 
can put the top half inch or so. 
You 
CDR - That looked good, Jim. 
care of the rest. 
Okay, I can take 
LMP - Take that back - Or you can just put it 
in my bag; that's where it's supposed to 
I 
go. 
L2I closeout 06:23:13 LMP - Hey, I guess we might De able to consolidate 
to the contents of both those bags into one, 
06:23:54 - ­ -
But we can do that inside. 
CDR - I put it on the handtool carrier - Give it 
to you and you can consolidate. 
those undocuriented ones we want 
I guess
to put in 
the BSLSS bag. 
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CROSS-REFERENCE OF LUNAR SAZIPLES WITIH LOCATIONS, PHOTOGRAPHS, GROUND-ELAPSLD TIMES, 
AND THE AIR-TO-GROUND TRANSCRIPT 
SAMPLE SAMPLE LOCATION LUNAR-SURPACE GET CREW COM1ENTS 
NUMER WE2IGIT, g SAMPLE TYPE & COMMENTS PHOTOMRAPItS DAY;HR:MIN RELATING TO SAMPLES 
EVA 3 
LMP - You didn't put any rocks in the BSLSS bag. 
LH closeout CDR - No, I didn't, because they're on the floor 
Cont. there. I just never had a chance to get 
it up to put in there. 
LMP - I've got this one large rock in the beast. 
LM, Post 
EVA 3Stowage--­
D7:00:42 LW - Mouston, this as Hadley 
report for the day. 
Base witb a weight 
& weight 
report 
Okay, Ed, the BSLSS bag was 2 5, 25; bag
number 7 was 24; and bag number 2 was 23 
for total of 72. 
CC - Okay, we copy. Do you have a bag 8 huir.er? 
CDR - We do, but we don't ­ we're not - we don't 
have any rocks in it. 
And, Ed, we shuffled - we took the contents 
out of bag 8.and consolidated into bag 7. 
------------------------------------------------------------------ ---------------------­
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